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Introduction to release 4 of ASPECT4 Logistics

With ASPECT4 release 4, a number of functions and options are transferred to mobile devices. Mobility and
professional mobile apps for smartphones and tablets is the crucial theme of release 4. Not really because
mobility alone is the purpose, but because time and technology enable us to build on the three strategic
themes already introduced with release 1:
 Ease-of-use
 Ease-of-integration
 Ease-of-collaboration
Access to targeted mobile apps gives the user new opportunities for optimising the ERP use to business processes. The ASPECT4 apps are incorporated into different usage situations, of which the following slogans
are examples:
 "Make the most of the moment", which covers apps intended for usage situations in which the user
is away from his/her desktop PC, but needs to carry out minor tasks of short duration.
 "Extended user range", which characterises apps directed towards users who normally do not work
within the area in question. These apps however have a built-in simplicity and delimitation that appeal to "self-service" by e.g. external users.
 "All in one", which covers apps intended for a mobile employee whose job functions are mainly on
the move, e.g. a service engineer on the road.
Along with the massive focus of release 4 on mobile ERP apps also comes the CrossPad development platform. This platform is entirely aimed at ERP mobility and is also a platform for new customer collaborations
where EG and the customer co-design and co-develop further mobile apps.
Moreover, we have made a multitude of improvements and extensions within ASPECT4 Logistics. As something new, we this time also describe the minor improvements of ASPECT4 Logistics introduced since the last
release – improvements that often remained "a secret" to many users but can help ease the daily work.
This document contains a description of the new options provided by the new release. Thus, improvements
– of which some are mentioned below – have been made within the following main areas:
Apps
Apps for warehouse functions have been developed. Initially, warehouse functions that were previously covered by hand terminals have been supplemented with app functionality.
Thus, apps let you:





Pick items for a despatch journal
Carry out stocktakes
Carry out planned stock transfers
Carry out unplanned transfers.

Apps for service handling have also been developed. Often, a company has outgoing service engineers, and
these apps are tools for their daily work. A solution for the external as well as for the internal service management has been established.
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The following apps are available:
 Job overview for off-site service engineer
 Feedback on service jobs
 Transfers and other types of handling of service jobs.
Furthermore, an app for purchase order registration is now available. Whether you are an external service
engineer who is visiting the local DIY store to buy goods and needs to provide a reference (purchase order
number), or you are a foreman who, walking around the factory, finds out that an article not covered by the
reorder planning has reached its reorder point, then you can easily create a purchase order via the app, thus
making sure that the formalities are in order.
Master data
Sales prices can now be extracted to a virtual output which can then be processed further, e.g. in the marketing department.
Manual change of cost prices, even if they are FIFO or average cost prices.
Sales
Functionality has been added for handling order intake based on systematic contact to specific customers –
call lists.
Now, an order may be copied from one customer to another – this is a functionality often demanded.
Service
Quotations in connection with service orders can now be handled.
Warehouse
Functionality now exists for easier splitting of despatch journals, if necessary.
More transportation suppliers have been added to the integration for Consignor.
The concept of floating items has been improved and is now easier to manage.
Purchase
Functionality for uploading purchase orders from a spreadsheet or similar has been added. This way, the
purchasing function avoids a data entry work which is extensive at times.
Blanket purchase orders may now be handled automatically in the same way as we do in sales management.
Production
To be able to see the big picture, the capacity overview is made global so that the capacity of all companies
of a group is visible. This overview has created the need of being able to shuffle production orders in a different way. Consequently, new functionality is added that makes it easier to move or split a production order
– either move it to a sister company or place certain processes with a sub-supplier.
This has resulted in an increased need to manage sub-supplier work in relation to production differences,
which is why this has been refined.
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Integrations
An integration to the external system WPA (Wireless Pocket Application) has been developed.
Also, the correct invoices to the public authorities – the OIOXML invoices – can be created.
Intercompany
There is an increased focus on where to maintain master data and who are responsible for the maintenance.
Now, the functionality for managing this is available.
Cross-disciplinary improvements
SQL search is now available in connection with selections, making it possible to find what you are searching
for.
Item labels may be printed in several connections so that you can e.g. create barcode labels when receiving
or dispatching goods.
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2

Mobility

"It's a mobile world", we hear again and again, and the message to the IT providers is: "Think mobile first".
It is one of the fastest growing trends, and for the first time, more tablets than PCs were sold during the
Christmas trade 2012.
When it comes to smartphones and tablets, 1 billion devices exist globally, corresponding to one for every
seven inhabitants on our planet. In Denmark, more than 50 per cent of all inhabitants between the age of
15 and 70 own a smartphone, and we are witnessing a penetration 10 times faster than what we called the
PC boom in the late 80'ies.
At present, more than 700,000 apps are available in App Store and in Google Play. Studies show that on average a user downloads 37 apps per year, and if we exclude games, the typical duration of use is between
30 seconds and two minutes. Studies also show that more than 50 per cent of the downloaded apps are only
used once. We are critical of the usage. It must be easy, it must be meaningful and we want to be able to
use the apps anywhere. We prefer to click our way to the content, and we are not keen on entering text via
the apps.
In 2012, the Danish IT research institute, Alexandra Instituttet, drew the conclusion that the next generation
of apps would be aimed at professional usage. So this is in fact where we are – ready to address a complete
and well-composed concept for professional apps characterised by:
 Operation and navigation which is just as easy, logical an minimalist as in the best consumer apps
(Here, the slogan "Less is More", borrowed from the modernist architecture, has caught on).
 Innovative use of the smartphones' special properties within sensors and services.
 Visual, structural and not least data-specific relations between apps and sub apps through strong
frameworks.
 A security aspect which is completely different and essential compared to consumer apps.
In ASPECT4 we have reached the finish. Under the name of CrossPad we are launching an app development
platform that can take central parts of ASPECT4 to the mobile devices.
ASPECT4 Logistics has developed the following apps under the theme of mobility:
 For warehouse functions:
 Picking from warehouse for dispatching
 Planned inventory transactions
 Unplanned transfers
 Stocktakes
 For external service:
 Job overview for off-site service engineers
 Job overview and feedback
 Overall solution
 For internal service:
 Job overview
 Job overview and feedback
 Overall solution
 For production:
 Job overview
 For purchase:
 Order registration.
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All our solutions are designed for use on smartphones. Naturally, they can also be used on a tablet, but
since there is no need for further information, no individual tablet solution will be developed.
All our app solutions can be used anywhere with phone coverage. Especially for warehouse apps that were
previously executed on hand terminals, these could only be used on locations within the range of mounted
access points. Often, external warehouses were not registered by a hand terminal solution.
Where relevant, it will be possible to use a scanner so that item numbers, consignment numbers or the like
can be entered by means of this equipment. As the market changes constantly, this document will not specify which scanners may be used. If you have questions, please contact EG.
2.1

App: Warehouse – Picking for dispatching

Picking for dispatching is now available in an app. Generally speaking, this is an app that can replace the existing hand terminal solution (application 6153). In the entry screen you see the picking jobs to which picking can be made.
The information displayed about the individual picking jobs can be set up using
field control idents.
Typically, the text from the creation of the picking job is shown. The number of
lines, the total weight and/or other relevant information may also be shown.
As soon as you choose a picking job, the app displays the first line of the job.

A number may be entered directly.
If the item has been picked and you press OK, the next line of the picking job
will appear.
If the item cannot/is not going to be picked, you can skip it by using the Jump
to next key. This makes the next line of the picking job appear.
If you have skipped some lines in the process, they will appear again when all
lines have been displayed.
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If you have picked all lines of a picking job, a closing screen will be shown.
The further processing of a picking job will take place as usual by means of the
screen functions of ASPECT4 Logistics.

2.2

App: Warehouse – Planned inventory transactions

Planned inventory transactions are now available in an app.
Generally speaking, this is an app that can replace the existing hand terminal solution (application 9154).
In the entry screen you see the planned stock transfers.
By using the settings, you can limit the displayed transfers to a single warehouse or a single responsible.
The information displayed about the individual stock transfer lines can be set
up using field control idents.
Typically, item number and text will be displayed. From Warehouse as well as
To Warehouse or other relevant information will probably also be shown.
If the transfer is carried out as planned, it is often sufficient to specify an "OK"
or a check code.

2.3

App: Warehouse – Unplanned transfers

Unplanned transfers are now available in an app.
Generally speaking, this is an app that can replace the existing hand terminal solution (application 9155).
Basically, you specify which warehouse you are at.
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In the entry screen you can either specify an item number, a location or a consignment number (here, you can scan).
A recognition takes place in the mentioned order.
Below, the functionality for item number or location number is shown, while
consignment number is processed correspondingly.

If you specify a location number, the holdings at the concerned location of the
specified warehouse will be found.
If more holdings are placed
at the location, a stock status is displayed that lets
you select the desired holding, and if only a single
holding is attached, then
this is displayed and ready
for transfer.

If you specify an item number, the holdings attached to the concerned item
number will be found.
If more holdings are attached to the item number,
a stock status is displayed
that lets you select the desired stockholding. If only a
single holding is attached,
this one is displayed and
ready for transfer.
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2.4

App: Warehouse – Stocktake

Stocktake is now available in an app.
Generally speaking, this is an app that can replace the existing hand terminal solution (application 9156).
In the entry screen you see the stocktake jobs for which a stocktake can be performed.
The information displayed about the individual stocktake jobs can be set up using field control idents.
Typically, the text from the creation of the stocktake job is shown. It is also
possible to write the planned stocktake date or other relevant information.
Furthermore, the number of lines of the stocktake job is shown as well as the
number for which registration is already made.
As soon as you enter a stocktake job, the app displays the first line of the job.

You can either choose to approve the number, skip the stocktake line or select
the number and change it.
If you have skipped some lines in the process, they will appear again when all
lines have been displayed.

If you have counted all lines of a stocktake job, it will disappear from the overview.
The further processing of a stocktake job will take place as usual by means of the screen functions of
ASPECT4 Logistics.
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2.5

App: External service – Overall solution

External service handling for the outgoing service engineer is now available in an app.
Presumably, the current working procedure is as follows: The service engineer receives his job list and job
ticket on paper or via WPA. Consumption is registered on paper or WPA. Entries are made on the basis of
paper or through the interface between WPA and ASPECT4.
The advantages of using this app for doing this are:






The job list and the job ticket will be the currently valid ones at any time.
Real-time registration is achieved.
Less mistakes occur because double registrations are avoided.
Interfaces are avoided.
GPS etc. are fully integrated.

The overall functions are:
 List showing "my" jobs. The list is sorted by planned start time, priority and/or "Close to".
It must be possible to choose between all jobs or only initiated jobs.
 For each job, the user must be able to:
 Sign up to a job
 Sign off from a job
 Terminate a job
 Display customer data incl. geographical data
 Register the consumption of articles
 Display/print job tickets
 Move a job to another service engineer/another time
 Create a new job.
In the entry screen you see the jobs for which the concerned service engineer is responsible.
The jobs for which the service engineer is responsible are displayed here.
The black ones are orders already initiated, while the green ones are orders
that are not yet initiated.
When you have selected a job, you can obtain further information on the
equipment and the customer, respectively.
As to the equipment, you can modify the master data
that are possible to change according to the setup. For
instance cause, equipment and service basis.
You can also move a job or provide feedback on it.
In his daily work, the service engineer initiates the job
by specifying a cause such as e.g. driving time or settlement time. This initiates the time capture, and the
time capture continues until the job is terminated or
the service engineer selects another job.
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When a job is terminated, you can write a completing text which can be sent
to the customer's e-mail address.

From the entry screen you can specify different settings that are saved from time to time.
This setting lets you specify the capacity resource (service engineer) whose
jobs you want to display.
You can specify how far ahead you want to see jobs. To some service engineers, the jobs of the current week are of interest, to others only the jobs of
the current day.
A sorting order may be specified. You can sort by start date, by priority or by
"closest", i.e. based on the customer's geo position and the current position.
You can also choose to see all orders or only the initiated ones.

However, whether the service engineer is allowed to see the non-initiated jobs at all can be overruled. This
is set up via the application parameters (application 0128) for 8M40.
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On the Customer screen you can call, send a message or an e-mail directly from
the screen. Moreover, it shows information about the customer's website and
lets you navigate to it.
If necessary, the service engineer can also create a new
job. This is done on the same terms as when creating jobs
on a normal screen.

2.6

App: External service – Job overview and feedback

External service handling for the outgoing service engineer is now available in an app.
This app is essentially equipped with the same functions as the app described above under the heading App:
External service – Overall solution.
However, the function for moving jobs between service engineers or in time as well as the function for creating new jobs via the app are not available in this app.
2.7

App: External service – Job overview for off-site service engineer

External service handling for the outgoing service engineer is now available in an app.
This app is essentially equipped with the same functions as the app described above under the heading App:
External service – Overall solution.
However, the feedback function, the function for moving jobs between service engineers or in time as well
as the function for creating new jobs via the app are not available in this app.
2.8

App: Internal service – Overall solution

Internal service handling is now available in an app.
Presumably, the current working procedure is as follows: The "maintenance person" receives the job list and
job ticket on paper. Consumption is registered on paper or directly in ASPECT4. Entries are made on the basis of paper or directly in ASPECT4.
The advantages of doing it by means of this app are:





Your tasks are close at hand – high accessibility.
The job list and the job ticket will be the currently valid ones at any time.
Real-time registration is achieved.
Less mistakes occur because double registrations are avoided.
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The overall functions are:
 List showing "my" jobs. The list is sorted by planned start time or priority.
It must be possible to choose between all jobs or only initiated jobs.
 For each job, the user must be able to:
 Sign up to a job
 Sign off from a job
 Terminate a job
 Register the consumption of articles
 Display/print job tickets
 Move a job to another "maintenance person"/another time
 Create a new job.
In the entry screen you see the jobs for which the concerned "maintenance person" is responsible.
The jobs for which the "maintenance person" is responsible are displayed here.
The black ones are already initiated, while the green ones are not yet initiated.
When you have selected a job, you can obtain further information on the
equipment.
As to the equipment, you can modify the master data that
are possible to change according to the setup. For instance
cause, equipment and service basis. You can also move a
job or provide feedback on it.
In his daily work, the "maintenance person" initiates the
job by specifying a cause such as e.g. working time. This
initiates the time capture, and the time capture continues
until the job is terminated or the "maintenance person" selects another job.
From the entry screen you can specify different settings that are saved from
time to time.
This setting lets you specify the capacity resource ("maintenance person")
whose jobs you want to display.
You can specify how far ahead you want to see jobs. To some "maintenance
persons", the jobs of the current week are of interest, to others only the jobs
of the current day.
A sorting order may be specified. You can sort by start date or by priority.
You can also choose to see all orders or only the initiated ones.
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However, whether the "maintenance person" is allowed to see the non-initiated jobs at all can be overruled.
This is set up via the application parameters (application 0128) for 8M45.
If necessary, the "maintenance person" can also create a new job.
This is done on the same terms as when creating jobs on a normal screen.

2.9

App: Internal service – Job overview and feedback

Internal service handling is now available in an app.
This app is essentially equipped with the same functions as the app described above under the heading App:
Internal service – Overall solution.
However, the function for moving jobs between "maintenance persons" or in time as well as the function for
creating new jobs via the app are not available in this app.

2.10

App: Internal service – Job overview

Internal service handling is now available in an app.
This app is essentially equipped with the same functions as the app described above under the heading App:
Internal service – Overall solution.
However, the feedback function, the function for moving jobs between "maintenance persons" or in time as
well as the function for creating new jobs via the app are not available in this app.
2.11

App: Production – Job overview

The job overview in production is now available in an app.
It may be necessary to follow the specific jobs/production orders in the production, e.g. for a bottleneck resource, in order to ensure progress according to the plan.
The advantages of this app are:
 You can follow the production wherever you are – high accessibility
 The job list will be the currently valid one at any time.
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The overall function is to display the current production orders for a given capacity resource sorted by
planned start time or priority. It must be possible to choose between all production orders/operations or only
initiated production orders/operations.
In the entry screen you see the production orders/operations to which the concerned capacity resource is attached.
The production orders/operations to which the capacity resource is attached,
are displayed here. The black ones are orders already initiated, while the green
ones are orders that are not yet initiated.
When you have selected a production order, you can obtain further information on it.

From the entry screen you can specify different settings that are saved from
time to time.
This setting lets you specify the capacity resource whose production orders/operations you want to display.
You can specify how far ahead you want to see production orders/operations.
A sorting order may be specified and you can sort by start date or by priority.
You can also choose to see all orders or only the initiated ones.
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2.12

App: Purchase – Order registration

The order registration in purchase is now available in an app.
We anticipate this app to have two direct areas of use:
 When a service engineer or a "maintenance person" is visiting a supplier, e.g. a DIY, to pick up something, he can provide the supplier with an order number to be written on the invoice sent to the company.
 When articles for consumption are ordered, this is often done when the employee is "in the field". Instead of writing this down on a requisition pad or on a piece of paper and having to remember to enter it
in the system once he has returned to the office, it will be a relief to be able to register the demand "here
and now".
A registration of item number is made, and after that, standard supplier, warehouse and number of pieces ordered are displayed. This information can be
overruled.
When you press OK, a purchase order number is
displayed.

A setup specifies what type of purchase order will be created. It may be confirmed and unconfirmed purchase orders as well as purchase order proposals.
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3
3.1

Master data
Sales prices for virtual output

In cooperation with C.C. Jensen we have developed a new application for printing sales prices for virtual
output which makes it possible to continue working with these – or to send them as a file.
The start parameters for Customer price list (application 6445) are:

The result of the processing will be placed in virtual output under the name KUNDEPLIST:
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3.2

Handling of variant items – keep options

In cooperation with Expedit we have developed functionality for remembering options on features.
Previously, when creating order lines on item numbers with variant specification, standard options per feature were entered. These values were retrieved from Features (appl. 9111).
For manual order processing, a setup in System Parameter Module 3 – Sales Management (MODUL-3) now
lets you choose whether standard values should be used when creating new order lines on the same order
or whether the value of the most recently processed order line with the same feature should be used instead.

3.3

Delivery costs included in costings

In cooperation with Expedit we have developed functionality for including delivery costs when supplier prices
are used for costings.
When you are costing an item that is included in a production model and that uses FIFO cost prices, then
the supplier price is used if a holding price is not found.
If it is set up via the System Parameter Module 4 – Purchase Management (MODUL-4) that the item overhead should be added on goods receipt, then the delivery costs are added to the supplier price.
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3.4

Modification of cost price (FIFO/average cost)

In cooperation with Kyocera Unimerco we have developed functionality for changing the (or rather specifying a new) cost price for items for which a FIFO or an average cost price is used.
In connection with the price modification, the concerned holdings are calculated (warehouse/location/consignment). When changing the price, the holding is extracted at the old price and returned again at the new price.
Setup
The preconditions for this to work are:
The shortcut to the function is set up in Standard as:

The inventory transactions Adjustment Std Cost + (J+) and Adjustment Std Cost – (J-) must be set up in the
system parameter Inventory transactions (LAGERTR).
The inventory transaction Adjustment Std Cost + (J+) is marked as "FIFO cost price".
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In Number Series (application 9011), the voucher number series Change std cost (J+) is created.

The access may be limited by only giving authorisation to Change Std price (FIFO/Aver) (application 9501)
to people who are allowed to use the functionality.
It is a precondition that Update of Picked Stock Transactions (application 9248) is active.
Transactions against the concerned holdings CANNOT be carried out at the same time.
Functionality
The entry is Stockholdings (application 9145) where you can change the cost price.

An adjustment screen has been made that allows you to enter a new cost price for the selected holding.
When this is done, the cost price of the holding will be updated.
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The cost price can be changed for item numbers for which the cost price method is "FIFO" or "Aver. cost".
The holding size affected by the cost price adjustment depends on the cost price method of the item and on
whether the item is managed by consignment number.
The following applies:
 Aver. cost: All holdings on the item are adjusted
 FIFO: All holdings in the warehouse and any specified consignment numbers are adjusted.
The new cost price is entered, and before the update is carried out, the consequences of the price change is
shown for the cost price and the value of the stockholding.
When changing the price, the holdings are extracted at the old price (Inventory transaction type Std Cost –
(J-)) and returned again at the new price (Inventory transaction type Std Cost + (J+)).
3.5

Changed principle for calculating the FIFO costing price

In cooperation with dnp we have developed functionality to ensure the correct cost price in costings even if
FIFO cost prices are used.
When FIFO cost prices are used, an on-going calculation of this cost price takes place via the stock history.
Thus, the price that was shown in Item Cost (appl. 9131) prior to this release is not necessarily the correct
cost price – especially not if registration errors have occurred in the process, e.g. in the form of negative
stockholdings. In relation to costings, this solution was sufficient if purchase prices (possibly with overhead)
or new cost prices for ingoing items were used.
A need exists to be able to use the current cost price – also if this price is a FIFO cost price.
To use the FIFO cost price in costings, the following applies:
If a default warehouse has been specified in the master data of the item, the costing price is only calculated
in connection with transactions aimed at the default warehouse. In this case, it is calculated as the average
of all holdings of the current item number and of any variants.
If NO default warehouse has been specified in the item master data, the costing price is calculated as a
moving average of all transactions regardless of warehouse. However, this may be an inconvenience if holdings of the item are also found in depreciated stocks.
Furthermore, the display of cost price/historical cost prices for FIFO items in Stock history via Time of Update (application 9309) has been changed. "Costing price" is shown at the top of the list. This price is retrieved from Cost prices (application 9131). If no price is found here, the purchase price associated with the
primary supplier of the item in Basic Prices – Purchase (application 7115) is displayed. The transaction unit
price is displayed on the individual entry.
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3.6

Modification of the value percentage for warehouse for all holdings in a warehouse

In cooperation with Kyocera Unimerco we have developed functionality for changing the value percentage
for warehouse for all holdings in a warehouse. In connection with the modification, the concerned holdings
are calculated (warehouse/location/consignment).
When changing the price, the holdings are extracted at the old price and returned again at the new price.
Inventory transactions are documented as usual and can be seen in Stock history (application 9303) or Stock
history via Time of Update (application 9309).
The option of using the LR transaction on holdings of items that have FIFO as cost price method is now
blocked.
Setup
The preconditions for this to work are:
The shortcut to the function is set up in Standard for Warehouses (appl. 9144) as well as Stockholdings
(appl. 9145) as:

The inventory transactions Std Cost + (J+) and Std Cost – (J-) must be set up in the system parameter Inventory transactions (LAGERTR).
The inventory transaction Std Cost + (J+) is marked as "FIFO cost price".
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In Number Series (application 9011), the voucher number series Change std cost (J+) is created.

The access may be limited by only giving authorisation to Change value-% for warehouse (FIFO) (application 9502) to people who are allowed to use the functionality.
It is a precondition that Update of Picked Stock Transactions (application 9248) is active.
Transactions against the concerned holdings CANNOT be carried out at the same time.
Functionality
The entry is Stockholdings (application 9145) where you can change the inventory value.
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An adjustment screen has been made that allows you to enter a new value percentage for all holdings in a
warehouse. When this is carried out, the value percentage of the warehouse is updated in order to ensure
that future transactions against the warehouse are processed with the correct value.

The transactions for changing the inventory value are carried out as transactions of the type Inventory
transaction Std Cost - (J-) and Std Cost + (J+).
All holdings in the warehouse for which the item number has the cost price method FIFO (3) are adjusted.
The following applies:
 The value percentage for warehouse in the warehouse master data is changed to a new value.
 All holdings in the warehouse for which the item number has the cost price method FIFO (3)
are adjusted.
 The value percentage for warehouse of these stockholding records is changed to a new value.
 Holdings of items with the cost price method Std Cost (1) are not changed automatically.
 If desired, these must be adjusted manually in application 9145.
 Holdings of items with the cost price method Aver. cost (2) cannot be adjusted by using the inventory value percentage.
 The value percentage of these holdings will always be "100 per cent".
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4
4.1

Sales
Order taking lists – call lists

In cooperation with Aass Bryggeri we have developed functionality for creating call lists/customer contact
lists. The functionality allows you to create an overview of customers to contact based on different criteria
set on the customers. The person responsible for customer inquiries uses this overview for contacting the
customers.
It is possible to create an order directly from the list, continue with an existing order, postpone the contact
or indicate that a call-back is expected. Furthermore, a number of other stages of your choice may exist.
The solution may be used for handling call lists as well as for the customer visits of the sales representatives.
In two situations, our contact person to the customer is specified in optional groups or in the sales representatives field (which one is specified in the system parameter Order taking (KUNKONT)). (The reason for
the two situations is that perhaps the customer is contacted every two weeks by someone from customer
service, and then visited every two months by the sales representative responsible for the customer contact
of the week).
In the system parameter you specify:

 The customer group to be used as contact 1. May be sales representative (S) or a customer group (0029).
 The customer group to be used as contact 2. May be sales representative (S) or a customer group (0029).
 Whether an existing order should be found on the same delivery date.
 The order type of the existing order.
 Which number series to be used if a new order is created.
In the system parameter Order taking type (KKONTTYP) you specify the contact types used:
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In the system parameter Status for order taking header (OHSTATUS) you see the possible status codes of
order takings:

In the system parameter Status for order taking line (OOSTATUS) you see the possible status codes of order
taking lines:

In the customer master data, information telling how the customer contact should take place may be provided.
In the customer master data or on the delivery address, you specify the time of day of the contact. If at
least one delivery address is provided, then delivery addresses are used – if not, the information from the
customer master data is used.
This is determined by specifying a time as well as a calendar for the customer contact (this calendar will often follow the route of the customer, but variants may exist in which contact is only made every two or
three weeks). This may also be specified in two situations.
The following new information has been added to Customer information (application 6128):

Here, you specify the calendar to be used for the order taking type, the time of day used as well as a reference to the type.
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Two setups may be specified.
This information is overwritten by the information on the delivery addresses (application 6129), if found:

The information covers the same as described on customer level, just on delivery address level.
Entries for the customer contact list are made on the basis of this information.
This takes place in Create Order Taking Info (6278):

Based on these start parameters, active customers and their associated active delivery addresses are run
through. The customers/delivery addresses that meet the selection criteria are processed.
Based on the calendar (or in fact both calendars, if both are used), entries in the list are created with the
correct status.
If Clean-up is set to yes, a clean-up of the customer contact data is performed prior to the creation of new
entries. Like this, customer contact lines with the status Created (00) within the selection are deleted as they
are not yet processed and e.g. may reoccur with a new time or a new contact.
If Delete before Today's Date is set to yes, all customer contact lines with a customer contact date before
today's date will be deleted.
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These entries for order registration are subsequently processed in the cockpit called Order Registration
Cockpit (6701).

In the upper left corner you see the order registration information – the main information that contains one
entry per order registration type, delivery date, contact and status. Here, the following functions may be
used: Next level (however, this is actually displayed in the bottom left corner) and Delete, which deletes all
underlying lines. A fixed selection must be set on customer contact date interval, contact, customer contact
type and status.
In the bottom left corner you see the line information of a selected line in Order Registration Information –
main information. They contain an entry per time of day, customer, delivery address, if any, the name and
address information of the customer as well as line status. Furthermore, order information (order number
and delivery date) about the first order is displayed, either on or after the customer contact date. The information is created continuously and is thus updated every time you enter the customer contact list (or press
F5).
Here, the following functions may be used:
 Order creation. An order header based on the default information is created in the order type specified in the system parameter Order taking (KUNKONT), and then the system continues directly to
the order line processing. The delivery date is calculated from the customer contact date. The customer contact line is given the status Order created (40).
 Order processing on displayed order. The system continues directly to the order line processing of
the displayed order. The customer contact line is given the status Order created (40).
 Phone back to customer. Status is changed to Phone back to customer (10) on the customer contact line, and a new time of day is set.
 Customer calls back. Status is changed to Customer calls back (20) on the customer contact line.
 No orders from customer today. Status is changed to No orders from customer today (30) on the
customer contact line.
 Change order status. Here, it will be possible to change the order status to an optional order status
within the intervals 21-29 and 31-39. Status codes in the interval 21-29 trigger that the customer
contact header cannot get the status completed. Status codes in the interval 31-39 trigger that the
customer contact header can get the status completed.
 Customer text. A supplementary text is saved on the customer and is displayed every time this
customer is modified. May only be deleted manually. It is shown as the second supplementary text
via the field control ident.
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A fixed selection may be set on Status.
In the upper right corner you see two entry fields, customer number and delivery date, that lets you quickly
find and help the customer if he/she has called and perhaps did not get through to the right contact person.
This part of the cockpit is not modified in case of changes in other parts of the cockpit.
In the bottom right corner you see the firm order lines of the order displayed in the bottom left corner – if
an order already exists for the customer on or after this delivery date, that is.
4.2

Copy order to another customer

In cooperation with BLÜCHER Metal we have developed functionality for copying a sales order to another
customer. You can now copy an order to a new order of the same order type and if necessary change the
customer number.
Prices may be recalculated during the copying.
If you copy to another customer number, the customer-related order header information is set on the new
order in the same way as when an order is created, i.e. on the basis of the customer's master data. This also
means that any overrides in the order that you copy from will not be included if the information is created
on the basis of the customer's master data.
If the currency of the new order deviates from the currency of the original order, prices must be recalculated.
Any manual charges associated with the header of the original order must be corrected manually.
To activate the new function, "Option 41" under the extra parameter "OPTIONUDV" must be set to "J" in
Maintain application parameters (application 128).
4.3

Display of customer language texts

In cooperation with Scantruck we have developed functionality for displaying the customer's item number
and language texts during order registration. Moreover, you can search for the customer's item number in
Sales orders (application 6300).
The customer's item number and language texts of an item are shown in the order registration screens and
are transferred to the order line.
This results in a change of procedure if the customer changes the item number and any designation.
 Earlier, the procedure was that orders in progress had to be found on "our" item number.
 Then the customer's old item number had to be entered on the order lines for which this was
still the right number.
 Now, the procedure is that it is still necessary to find out which orders are in progress.
 Those to be delivered etc. with the old item number are left unchanged.
 Those to be delivered with the new number are checked to verify that they document the new
number + designation.
A consequence of the change is also that you can always search for the customer's item number in Sales orders (application 6300).
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4.4

Order priority is inherited from the order header

In cooperation with C.C. Jensen we have developed functionality for inheriting order priority to all lines.
In the sales order applications Invoice orders (application 6102), Credit orders (application 6103), Firm orders (application 6104), Quotations (application 6105), Blanket orders (application 6106) and Sales order
forecasts (application 6108) you can choose whether the order priority is inherited from the order header to
the order lines in case of a change. This is done in the application-dependant data.
In the application parameters of the application (application 0128) the following is set:

You may specify the following values:
0: Change in priority on order header is not transferred to order lines.
1: Change in priority on order header is automatically transferred to order lines.
9: The employee processing the order is inquired about an update.
4.5

Print of EAN units with associated prices in spool print

In cooperation with ITW we have developed functionality for using EAN units with associated prices on spool
print.
Until now, the use of EAN units has only been supported electronically in connection with the creation of EDI
transactions. Now, however, the use of EAN units on EAN item numbers can also be used in connection with
the creation of spool prints – external sales documents.
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4.6

Copy print of invoice with EDI

In cooperation with Icopal we have developed functionality in order to enable creation of EDI on copy print.
Print Invoices / Credit Notes (application 6235) has been changed so that it is possible to create EDI on copy
print.

4.7

Hold back of sales order transferred from another order type

In cooperation with C.C. Jensen we have developed functionality so that if it is set up that orders must be
released before further processing, then this will be done no matter if it is a newly created order or an order
transfer.
If a sales order is transferred from one type to another, e.g. from a blanket order or quotation to a firm order, then the order is held back if this is specified in the application-dependant parameters of the order to
which you transfer.
Thus, a transfer causes a hold back in the same way as a direct creation.
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4.8

Display of indirect references in the sales order processing

In cooperation with Kyocera Unimerco we have developed functionality for displaying indirect references in
the sales order processing.
Display of order references in list and field screens has been changed so that "indirect" references are also
displayed now.
The reference may now be either direct – i.e. associated with the current order type – or it may be indirect –
i.e. associated with a preceding order type.
References to derived orders on 1st and 2nd level are displayed by default. However, the "reverse" reference is displayed for intercompany subsidiary orders (sales order type IC sales order direct delivery (CS) or
Intercompany trade (CO)). I.e. the purchase order and the parent sales order from which the subsidiary
sales order is derived.
Examples of indirect references:
 On an invoice order, the system displays – as reference 1 – the reference to the purchase order
which is derived from the firm order from which the invoice order is created.
 On an intercompany subsidiary sales order, the system displays – as reference 1 – the reference to
the purchase order from which the subsidiary firm order is derived. Equally – as reference 2 – the
reference to the parent firm order is displayed.
 On an intercompany parent invoice order, the parent firm order's derived subsidiary purchase order
and derived subsidiary firm order are displayed as reference 1 and 2, respectively.
4.9

Permission for collection of VAT in third countries

In cooperation with Blücher Metal we have developed functionality so that permission for collection of VAT
from third countries can be granted.
In the system parameter Countries (LAND) the following has been added:
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5
5.1

Service
Quotation registration in 8115 and 6105

In cooperation with Danbor and Scantruck we have developed functionality so that we can now handle quotation management in connection with service orders and associated sales orders.
A service order proposal (application 8115) can now be created to which an associated quotation order (application 6105) is automatically created.
On acceptance of the quotation, it is transferred to a firm order (application 6104) and at the same time, the
service order proposal (application 8115) is transferred to a service order (application 8114).
When the service order proposal is transferred, any derived order transactions are created and carried out
depending on the order policy of the stock items. Thus, the result of the transfer is that additional associated
orders, e.g. derived purchase orders, may be created.
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6
6.1

Warehouse
Split of a despatch journal

In cooperation with Expedit we have developed functionality that makes it possible to split a despatch journal into multiple journals.
Despatch journal (application 6152) has been extended with the option of moving despatch lines to a new
despatch journal.
This is done by selecting the despatch journal line:

The despatch journal line is then moved to a new despatch journal. On the first move, a new despatch journal is created as a copy of the current journal. Subsequent moves of despatch journal lines will be moved to
the same new despatch journal.
The move to the same new despatch journal is discontinued when you leave the list image. If the move is
resumed, a new dispatch journal number will be picked.
6.2

Integration to Consignor – more carriers

In cooperation with Scantruck the option of integrating to Consignor for more carriers than before is made
available.
You may now send the necessary data via Consignor to carriers from:
 Itella
 Transportgruppen
 DHL.
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6.3

Collected allocation of the same item on the same order

In cooperation with Expedit we have developed functionality that makes it possible to perform a collected allocation if the same item appears on more lines of the same order.
Out of consideration for its customers, a company may divide its sales orders in special ways, which for instance leads to the same item number appearing several times on the same sales order. However, because
of the picking in the warehouse, it is expedient that one's holdings for the customer are allocated in the
same location of the warehouse.
You can now ensure this by means of the new parameter in the system parameter Module 3 – Sales Management (MODUL-3).

In order to optimise the pickings as much as possible, this checkmark enabling a collected allocation must be
combined with the setting Fewest Possible Pickings in the system parameter Allocation – Optimisation Parameters (LOKAALK).
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If the company has no sales orders on which the same item number appears multiple times, the value of this
parameter has no effect.
Specific allocation rules: When an order line is allocated, the allocation for the current item number takes
place according to the parameters specified in the system parameter Allocation – Optimisation Parameters
(LOKAALK) of the current warehouse area (or possibly globally).
In this connection, the allocation is optimised according to the quantity of the order line. If the same item
number is found in the second order line of the same order, then this line will also be allocated in accordance with the quantity of this line when the allocation is performed. Even if each line has been allocated optimally, you cannot be sure that the allocation is optimal when everything is taken into account. For instance, the item number may be picked from different locations.
If the setup is made as specified above, all order lines of a given order that have the same item number,
variant specification, warehouse number/warehouse area, delivery date and – if specified on the order line –
the same consignment number and location number will be allocated collectively.
Thus, the allocation is optimised on the basis of the order's total quantity of the item number etc. If you try
to allocate a given line on the order, the system will automatically try to allocate all order lines that meet the
same specification.
A collected allocation may be performed during an allocation when processing firm orders (application 6104)
or when creating a despatch journal (application 6250).
6.4

Inventory value may be added to the stocktake list

In cooperation with Scantruck we have developed functionality that makes it possible to add the inventory
value on the stocktake list for information purposes.
The inventory value may now be printed on the stocktake lists. This applies to Stocktake List Basis Stockholdings (application 9207), Stocktake List Basis Inventory History (application 9208) and Stocktake List
Basis Item File (application 9209).
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The field that previously specified whether the holding should be printed has been extended so that it now
can contain:




6.5

N - Neither holding nor cost price are printed
O - Only holding is printed
K - Only cost price is printed
B - Holding and cost price are printed.
Option of scrapping an unapproved holding

In cooperation with Danapak we have developed functionality that makes it possible to scrap a holding without approving it first.
In the system parameter Inventory transactions (LAGERTR), the field "Manual recording" is extended with
the option of specifying that the recording may be carried out no matter if "non-allocated holding" turns
negative.

The fields indicates whether the transaction type may be used for manual recording of transactions via
Stockholdings (application 9145).
At the same time, it is conditional that the permission of the current user not be blocked via the systems parameter Inventory transactions - Optimisation Parameters for Work with (application 9145).
The transaction may be allowed conditionally or unconditionally.
In case of conditional permission, the transaction cannot be carried out if the non-allocated holding becomes
negative as a consequence. (However, it may be specified in the selection parameters of Stockholdings (application 9145) that this should not be taken into consideration).
Please note that in the system a holding is considered as an allocated holding if it is "indisposed" due to its
status code or expiry date in accordance with the material profile version of the allocation – normally
"ALLOK" (See the system parameter Version for material profile inquiries (MATPROFD) and Version for automatic allocation (MATPROF)).
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In case of unconditional permission, any existing allocations are not considered; neither is the fact that the
holding is indisposed due to its status code. In case of wastage caused by a sudden damage, it may e.g. be
necessary to remove an allocated holding (subsequently, the over-allocation should be reduced as quickly as
possible by de-allocation of relevant orders). However, in case of wastage of a quarantine holding, it may be
relevant to ignore a special status code.
6.6

Changed management of ingoing floating items

In cooperation with Kyocera Unimerco we have developed functionality for a changed management of ingoing floating items.
The purpose of this change is to produce a situation in which the company's stockholdings more accurately
reflect the holdings owned by the company. At the same time, the task must ensure that you obtain a reliable date of receipt in the buying company in the event of internal trade between companies. A side benefit
to the solution is that the receipt of invoice is simplified when the items have reached the transit warehouse.
This is handled by an extended use of transit warehouses, which are known from the intercompany solution.
You can register the goods receipt at a transit warehouse when the items are shipped from the supplier and
the company takes over the ownership of them.
When the items arrive physically at the company, they are moved from the transit warehouse to the usual
receiving warehouse. The expected physical arrival date is maintained in the material profile so that the arrangement is reliable.
For the supplier, you specify whether goods receipt to a transit warehouse is allowed. You create a record
on the supplier that indicates that the items pass through a transit warehouse to the receiving warehouse.

If a supplier-related warehouse is specified – and this warehouse is supplied with a via warehouse – then
this warehouse must have the holding type Transit warehouse (TR).
We expect companies to only allow goods receipt at transit warehouses from suppliers with a long transportation time (e.g. more than two working days). Furthermore, you will only create these data if you take over
the ownership of the holdings when they are shipped from the supplier. Here, you have the option of working with different transit warehouses – e.g. on external and internal suppliers.
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The following happens when items are received at the receiving warehouse:
1. If the order is not marked with transit warehouses, a goods receipt is created like today.
2. If the order is marked with transit warehouses and items have been received at the transit warehouse,
the holdings are moved from the transit warehouse to the receiving warehouse. Here, it will be checked
that the items are available in the transit warehouse.
3. If the order is marked with transit warehouses and no items have been received at the transit warehouse, a normal goods receipt is created like today.
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7

Purchase

7.1

Upload purchase order from spreadsheet or CSV file

In cooperation with Scantruck we have developed functionality that enables upload of purchase orders from
a spreadsheet or a CSV file.
A setup has been created that makes it possible to upload a purchase order from a spreadsheet. In connection with the upload, the following information may be uploaded:
Order header







Supplier number
Supplier order number
Supplier contact person
Delivery date (may be overruled by information on the line)
Requested delivery date
Cause code.

Order lines










Item number
Quantity
Warehouse
Location
Consignment
Cause code
Date of receipt
Requested date of receipt
Price.

The solution covers an adaptor for reception of data and a setup for reception of a document type (a
spreadsheet or a CSV file).
The loaded data are placed in Purchase order transactions (application 7101) from which purchase orders
are created.
7.2

Reception of OCR scanned invoices via job robot

In cooperation with Danbor we have developed functionality that makes it possible to receive OCR scanned
invoices via a job robot.
It is no longer necessary to start the reception of OCR scanned supplier invoices manually.
7.3

Automatic call-off on IO blanket orders

Functionality has been developed that allows you to use blanket orders in the same way as in sales.
The new feature is mainly the use of blanket purchase orders. You have always been able to create these.
They can now be depreciated automatically in case of a deduction.
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If this takes place in an online application by manual creation of a purchase order (confirmed or unconfirmed), you will be asked if deduction should be made from the blanket order so that it is depreciated.
If this takes place in a batch application, deduction is always made from the blanket order, if any, and if requested by the parameters.
To get started with the new use of blanket order management for purchase orders, the following system parameters must be filled in:
The system parameter Call-off – Purchase order management (IOAFKALD) controls whether deduction is
made from blanket orders on creation of an order (confirmed or unconfirmed):

The system parameter Transfer info blanket order agreements, call-off orders (IOOVFOPL) controls which information is transferred from one type to the other:
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7.4

Improved VAT reconciliation for purchases from EU countries and third countries

In cooperation with BLÛCHER Metal we have developed functionality that makes it possible to carry out reconciliation of VAT from EU countries as well as third countries in a better – and easier – way.
Today, the pseudo postings, VAT reconciliation – purchase of items (IZ and IW), are used for reconciliation
of the amount subject to VAT. An amount is posted to these for all invoice receipts marked by a yes to VAT.
Now, corresponding postings are created if no to VAT is set for the voucher. Here, the two new posting
types, VAT reconciliation – purchase of items (IZ and IW), are used. Whether the purchase comes from
within EU or outside EU is managed by the VAT group of the supplier.
7.5

Update from derived orders (IC reconciliation) is reconciled per voucher

In cooperation with Kyocera Unimerco we have developed functionality that changes the IC reconciliations
so that these are reconciled per voucher.
In release 3, only one receipts journal was created per runtime in Update from derived orders (application
7261). If a reconciliation error occurred in a single voucher, the entire update was held back.
Now, a Receipts journal (TITH) is created per voucher (normally corresponding to a purchase order).
Sales transaction journals (TRSH) are still created per parent sales order.
In case of erroneous vouchers, only the affected receipts transaction (TITH) and any corresponding S order
transactions (TRSH) are held back.
All other journals are released for update. The update is carried out per single journal and includes all print
files.
In relation to Update from derived orders (application 7261), erroneous journals only exist in Receipts journal (application 7160) and Sales order transactions (application 6101) after the update.
The documentation list from Update from derived orders (application 7261) now tells exactly which journals
(vouchers) are faulty.
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7.6

Display goods and invoice receipts

Functionality has been developed for displaying goods and invoice receipts from a purchase order.
In Purchase order (application 7102), a new function has been added: Goods and Invoice Receipts.

When you click this function, an overview of goods and invoice receipts on the order is displayed.
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7.7

Registration of purchase units on purchase order proposals

In cooperation with Expedit we have developed functionality that makes it possible to register in purchase
units in Purchase order proposals (application 7123).
We have extended the functionality so that you can now register in purchase units in Purchase order proposals (application 7123) (and thus also in the cockpit Process P order proposals (appl. 7701)).
The functionality was developed for release 3 where we (mis)used the field Quantity invoiced (ORDLANTFK),
but this has now been changed to the field Quantity Ordered in Purchase Units (ORDLANBESI). The default
conversion is used in connection with the creation of the actual purchase order.
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8
8.1

Production
Move an entire production to another company

In cooperation with Kyocera Unimerco we have developed functionality for moving an entire production from
one company to another.
The situation is that you discover that the production must be moved from one producing company to another. This must happen before production start as it is a precondition that the production order to be
moved can be deleted. (This also means that e.g. purchases directly to the production order are not allowed).
The entry of this change of delivering company must take place in the company that owns the production
order. On the production order, you choose the command Re-allocate Production Order. This will result in
the above changes. When you change the producing company, the supplier number is changed on the parent sales order, and the above actions are performed.
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You then specify the supplier to whom you want to move the production as well as a the changed order policy, if necessary.

The starting point may be both an IC order and an ordinary order. If the starting point is a nonintercompany order, an intercompany order will be created against the company that will be producing the
item.
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8.2

Transfer a production to a sub-supplier

In cooperation with Kyocera Unimerco we have developed functionality for transferring part of a production
to a sub-supplier.
Transferring parts of a production order to an internal/external sub-supplier
The situation is that one or more processes must be transferred to a sub-supplier for completion. The subsupplier may be either internal or external. If the sub-supplier is internal, an intercompany purchase order
and a corresponding sales order must be created in the company that is to provide the delivery. In case of
an external sub-supplier, only a purchase order must be created.

Productionordre with 4
processes

Oper A

Oper B

Oper C

Oper D

Oper A and Oper 0
re-allocates to the same
sub-supplier
Oper A+B

Oper C

Sub-supplier
purchase
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Oper D

The starting point is Production order (application 8102). On the production order, you choose the command
Transfer parts of prod to sub-suppl.

You specify the operations (processes) that are to be transferred to the sub-supplier.

The result is that the processes that are transferred to a sub-supplier are "removed" from the order and replaced by a new sub-supplier process. This sub-supplier operation gives you a supplier number as well as
the item number purchased.
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If the supplier is internal, a model is created at the same time in the company that is to produce the order.
The production elements (PROO, PROF, PROK, PROL, PROT) that are removed from the production order
are transferred to a new production model in the company that is to produce the item. Production model
number is set to the production order number (9 digits) followed by the process line number (4 digits) and
by the company number (3 digits). Process line number is the process line number of the new sub-supplier
process. Production model variant is left empty.
The solution requires that an operation exists for each sub-supplier used. This way, the number of the item
purchased will be tied to a certain supplier.
Since the solution is built around a number of processes being substituted by a single one, only one purchase order/line exists. Thus, there will only be one goods receipt when the order is produced and returned
to the company.
If the above procedure is carried out with an internal supplier, a sales order must be created in the delivering company. The production model number on this sales order line must correspond to the specific production model created for this purpose, cf. above. The production order will then be created as usual based on
the new production model.
If the above is created with an external supplier, a purchase order with a purchase order line must be created.
In order for the IC part to work correctly in both companies, the item number to be used must be a stock
item in both companies.
The operation texts from Oper A and Oper B are added as supplementary texts to the purchase order line so
that the supplier knows which services to provide. This applies regardless of whether the supplier is internal
or external. The same texts are added to the new sub-supplier operation.
When operations are transferred to an external supplier, the following applies to the other components of
the production order:
 If you have not chosen to move them along, the ingoing stock items from the processes that are
moved must be moved to the new sub-supplier operation.
 If you have not chosen to move them along, the outgoing stock items from the processes that are
moved must be moved to the new sub-supplier operation.
 Operations are moved to the new production model.
 Capacities are moved to the new production model.
 Flow items are moved to the new production model.
 It is a prerequisite that only 1 outgoing flow item exists on the operations that are moved to the
sub-supplier.
 Initiated processes/operations cannot be moved.
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8.3

Modification of sub-supplier management as regards production differences

In cooperation with Kyocera Unimerco we have developed functionality for better controlling the production
differences on the sub-supplier management.
A reason for developing this functionality is that you can only manage rates using Sub-Supplier Operation
Rates (application 9133) on sub-supplier work that repeats again and again. Consequently, important deviations occur when ad hoc tasks are sent to sub-suppliers.
A solution to the above is to change the price management for sub-supplier orders. From now on, all prices
must be managed by using purchase price lists and purchase orders.
When a process is transferred to a sub-supplier, a purchase order corresponding to the performance of this
process is created. If necessary, prices from the purchase price list will be added to this purchase order.
Moreover, you can manually add extra fees to the purchase order – e.g. transport costs and charges.
When the cost of producing the item (on the production order) is going to be calculated to find the value
that the item must be given when it reaches the warehouse, then the expected unit price of the sub-supplier
operation must be found as the net amount of the purchase order exclusive of VAT, converted into the system currency. (Note: use the entire order amount so that any transport costs and other changes are included.)
The value must be saved in order to use it later for calculating the production differences/the historical costing of the production order. This ensures that we have a value for comparison if the associated purchase order is changed (if prices or charges are updated).
8.4

Global capacity overview

In cooperation with Kyocera Unimerco we have developed functionality for viewing the capacity across companies.
It is now possible to see all companies in the cockpit for capacity use (application 8001) via the parameters.
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9

Integrations

9.1

Integration for WPA

In cooperation with Scantruck we have developed functionality for handling the integration to hand terminals
from WPA's (Wireless Pocket Applications).
The functionality consists of:





WPA Cockpit for processing feedback
Master data for WPA
Transfer of orders to WPA
Transfer of feedback from WPA

WPA Cockpit
The WPA Cockpit (application 8755) serves as an overview of transactions received from WPA.
The cockpit is divided into four sections:





WPA Order (journal header)
WPA Order Lines (journal lines)
WPA Order Texts (texts on journal header)
Service History (service orders).

WPA Journal header:
WPA Journal header is an overview of journals that "float" between ASPECT4 Logistics and WPA. Journals
without an ERP number may be found (the ERP number is the service order number in ASPECT4 Logistics).
This means that a journal created in WPA and not yet transferred to a service order has the value 0 (zero) in
the ERP number field. Usually, an ERP number as well as a WPA number exist on a journal header.
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When a journal is "born" it has the status 0. Subsequently, the journal may have the following status codes:







10
20
30
60
90
95

Attempted updated, failed
Postponed in WPA
Updated
Awaiting update and execution
Executed
WPA order closed manually.

By right-clicking on a journal, the following commands are displayed:

Update

Perform

Close WPA order
Create service order
Service orders
Firm orders

Edit ID
Change service association
Print WPA journal

Updates all journal lines with process line no., resource line no. If the line is
recognised as a capacity or an item, the WPA line is marked by a "K" or an "L".
If no association to a line on a service order can be created, a "Type" will not
be assigned to the line and the journal thus cannot be executed.
Executes the journal. Feedback transactions are created and they are updated
on the service order. Requires that Receive feedback (application 8262) is running.
Closes the WPA journal (status 90).
A shortcut to Service orders (application 8114) where you can create service
orders. You are taken directly to the field screen.
Displays an overview of service orders. The service order registered on the
journal is selected.
Displays an overview of firm orders. The firm order registered on the journal is
selected. In this respect, the firm order number will always be the same as the
service order number.
Is not used so far.
Option of changing equipment, service agreement or service basis.
Prints the journal.
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WPA integration
System parameters:
The following system parameters must be set:
The system parameter Optimising parameters for WPA (WPA):

For the functions "Update" and "Perform" you must decide whether item group, equipment group and capacity group are transferred to WPA.
The format of the specific group (Items – Group x (VARBGRPx), Equipment – Group x (ANLGGRPx) and Capacity Resources – Group x (KAPRGRPx)) must be changed in System parameters (application 9001) so that
they point to the format "WPAVAGRP", "WPAANGRP" and " WPAKAGRP", respectively.
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The values of the above system parameters are:
Transfer equipment to
WPA (WPAA):

Transfer capacity to WPA
(WPAK):

Transfer item to WPA
(WPAV):

WPA feedback types
(WPATT):

WPA status values
(WPASTAT):

General info to WPA
(WPAOPL):
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Triggers:
A "Trigger" must be created on the following tables:









ADRSTBL
KULETBL
PRISTBL
PROKTBL
PRISTBL
SPRITBL
TEXTTBL
VARBTBL.

The above triggers cause the following to be sent to the WPA server:







Customer information
Address information
Price information
Feedback information
Texts
Basic item information.

EVENT WPA must be created in Event Descriptions (application 9188) on the following tables:









ADRS (ER)
ANLG (EO, ER)
KULE (ER)
PRIS (EO)
PROK (ER, ES)
SPRI (EO)
TEXT (ER, EO, ES)
VARB (ER, EO, ES).

The following Onward Processing (application 9189) actions must be created:

Under WPA, the following must be created:
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The individual actions must be created as shown below:
ADRS:
ANLG:

KULE:

PRIS:

PROK:

SPRI:

TEXT:

VARB:
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9.2

OIOXML invoice

In cooperation with Scantruck we have developed functionality for handling OIOXML invoices.
ASPECT4 Business Connector has been set up so that you can now create OIOXML/OIOUBL invoices, which
are used especially for payments from the public authorities.
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10 Intercompany
10.1

Managing the maintenance of delegated responsibility for items

In cooperation with Expedit we have developed functionality that makes it possible to better manage a situation in which the responsibility for the item information is delegated to someone else.
New functionality regarding extended maintenance of the intercompany solution has been developed. In
Basic Items you can now specify the group/company combination which is responsible for the maintenance
of a basic item. If the current company is responsible for the maintenance, the fields of the field screen are
available for editing in accordance with the setup defined in Field Definition (application 9169) and in Field
Overrides (application 9160), if any.
If the current company is not responsible for the maintenance, the rules defined in Intercompany Setup,
field level (appl. 9190) apply, and they thus work as overrides of the usual field control.
The new system parameter Extended item maintenance for group/company defaults (BVKFVREF) lets you
specify whether the new fields should be defaulted by the current group/company combination or by 0,0
when a new item is created.

Two new fields for managing the responsibility of maintaining the item have been added to the application
Basic Items (application 9102). The two fields are called Group extended maintenance and Company extended maintenance, respectively, and they either take the value of a current group/company combination
or the value 0,0.
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Specifies whether an extended responsibility for item maintenance is used in connection with a multicompany structure.
Furthermore, when using the functionality, a replication can only be initiated from the group/company combination which is responsible for the maintenance of the basic item.
By specifying a reference on file level in Intercompany Setup (application 9190), you can specify that the
maintenance responsibility and the management of the replication for files related to the basic item must follow the same rules.
10.2

Completed IC purchase orders

In cooperation with Kyocera Unimerco we have developed functionality for better managing all associated
orders when an IC purchase order is completed.
The following functionality has been added to Update of derived orders (application 7261):
Automatic feedback can now be made for purchase orders for which the processing code of the purchase
order's purchase order group is either Direct delivery to customer from another company (CF) or Intercompany stock transfer (CO). The feedback can include goods receipt and/or supplier invoice receipt.
Derived invoice or credit order lines for deliveries made by other companies of the group are found via order
references.
Receipts transaction of the desired type are automatically created on the basis of executed deliveries. A
voucher is created that has a voucher number equalling the invoice number and a quantity equalling the de-
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livered quantity from the invoice order line. In the text field, the receipts transaction lines will contain a reference to the sales order line of the other company.
After performing the processing, the status of the derived invoice order line will be set to the status Intercompany settled (98).
If all sales order lines have the status Intercompany settled (98), the status of the sales order header is set
to Intercompany settled (98).
The status of an IC purchase order line is set to Intercompany settled (98) if:
 A simultaneous update of goods and invoice receipt transactions (code "3") has been specified for
the purchase order group in Maintain application parameters (application 128) Extra parameter
ORDREART (see below)
 The processing of the purchase order line has been completed (status Supplier invoice recorded
(80))
 The associated IC subsidiary sales order line has been settled intercompany-wise (status Intercompany settled (98))
 The parent sales order line (if found) is completed (status Completed (90)).
If all purchase order lines have the status Intercompany settled (98), the status of the purchase order header is set to Intercompany settled (98).
The following is changed on Maintain application parameters (application 128) Extra parameter ORDREART:
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Extra parameter ORDREART
It is possible to specify which purchase order groups must be included. For each purchase order group you
can choose between the following processing codes:

Processing of Purchase Order:





0:
1:
2:
3:

No processing.
Invoice receipt transactions are created (Voucher type L).
Goods receipt transactions are created (Voucher type V).
Goods receipt transactions as well as invoice receipt transactions are created (Voucher type B).

Processing of Sales Order:
 0: No processing.
 1: Sales order transactions are created on transfer from firm order to invoice order, or – if the parent order is an invoice or credit order – the order line status is set to 60. (Transaction type 6). The
transaction quantity is the difference between the invoiced quantity and the goods invoiced quantity.
 2: Like "1", but the transaction quantity is the difference between the delivered quantity and the
goods received quantity.
 6: The sales order line is allocated, but the transfer is not carried out. The quantity allocated is the
available holding of the current item (item number and any variant specification and consignment
number) in the current warehouse/location number. (This does not necessarily correspond to the
quantities received, but can also include other available holdings. If you only want to allocate the
received quantity, we recommend that the receiving warehouse is transport location controlled).
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11 Cross-disciplinary improvements in ASPECT4 Logistics
11.1

Active arrangement days can be used in job definitions

In cooperation with Kyocera Unimerco we have developed functionality for using arrangement days when
setting up job definitions.
In Job Definitions (application 9176), a new calculation rule (DA) regarding active arrangement days has
been added.
The active arrangement days are the days maintained in the Company Calendar (application 9175).
11.2

Field control ident: Display of week number

In cooperation with Scantruck we have developed functionality for displaying the week number of a date.
A new field control ident has been developed that may be used for displaying a week number of a given
date.
Here, the planned start date is displayed in the YY-WW format:
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11.3

Printing item labels

In cooperation with Scantruck we have developed functionality for printing labels for items in different contexts.
The printing may be requested either on the basis of an item number or a purchase order number.
It may be requested from:







Basic item information (application 9102)
Inventory transactions (application 9145)
Purchase orders (application 7102)
Delivery follow-up (application 7173)
Goods receipt (application 7165)
Goods receipt, receipt lines (rec.) (application 716L).

The printing of labels may be called via a shortcut so that extra "call locations" can be provided directly.
When you make a requisition of labels for a single item number, a dialog box opens and displays the retrieved data and an entry field in which you can specify the quantity of labels to be printed. The quantity
must be specified manually, but 1 is selected by default.
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When you make a requisition of labels for several lines, e.g. Purchase orders (application 710x), maybe with
different item numbers, the printing will be initiated directly.

The label may contain information on:
 Item number
 Item text
 Warehouse
The warehouse on the label depends on where the requisition has been made:
 If the label is requested from Basic items (application 9102), the default warehouse from the
basic item information will be specified.
 If the label is requested from Inventory transactions (application 9145), the warehouse indicated here will be specified.
 If the label is requested from Purchase order (application 710x), the warehouse on the purchase order line will be specified.
 If the label is requested from Goods receipt (application 7165) and a warehouse has been specified upon reception, this warehouse will be the one printed. If no change has been specified on
reception of the goods, the information from the purchase order will be used.
 Location
 The location on the label depends on where the requisition has been made:
 If the label is requested from Basic items (application 9102), the default location from the basic
item information will be specified.
 If the label is requested from Inventory transactions (application 9145), the location stated here
will be specified.
 If the label is requested from Purchase order (application 710x), the location on the purchase
order line will be specified, if indicated.
 If the label is requested from Goods receipt (application 7165) and a location has been specified
upon reception, this location will be the one printed. If no change has been specified on reception of the goods, the information from the purchase order will be used.
 Consignment number
The consignment number on the label depends on where the requisition has been made:
 If the label is requested from Basic items (application 9102), the consignment number will be
blank.
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 If the label is requested from Inventory transactions (application 9145), the consignment number indicated here will be specified.
 If the label is requested from Purchase order (application 710x), the consignment number on
the purchase order line will be specified, if indicated.
 If the label is requested from Goods receipt (application 7165) and a consignment number has
been specified upon reception, this consignment number will be the one printed. If no change
has been specified on reception of the goods, the information from the purchase order will be
used.
 Supplier item number
The supplier item number on the label depends on where the requisition has been made:
 If the label is requested from Basic items (application 9102) or Inventory transactions (application 9145), the supplier item number will be blank.
 If the label is requested from Purchase order (application 710x) or Goods receipt (application
7165) and the supplier's item number is indicated on the purchase order for which request/receipt is made, then this number is specified. If nothing is specified on the purchase order, the supplier item number will be blank.
 Supplier item text
The supplier item text on the label depends on where the requisition has been made:
 If the label is requested from Basic items (application 9102) or Inventory transactions (application 9145), the supplier item text will be blank.
 If the label is requested from Purchase order (application 710x) or Goods receipt (application
7165) and the supplier's item text is indicated on the purchase order for which request/receipt
is made, then this number is specified. If nothing is specified on the purchase order, the supplier item number will be blank.
 Reference order number
The reference order number on the label depends on where the requisition has been made:
 If the label is requested from Basic items (application 9102) or Inventory transactions (application 9145), the reference order number will be blank.
 If the label is requested from Purchase order (application 710x) or Goods receipt (application
7165) and a reference to a sales or production order is indicated on the purchase order for
which request/receipt is made, then this number is specified. If no reference is specified on the
purchase order, the reference order number will be blank.
11.4

Transfer of field overrides (STFOs) to a client environment and between client environments

We have developed functionality for transferring field overrides (STFOs) to a client environment and between client environments, thus reducing the work of moving setups.
A setup in Field overrides (application 9160) can now be copied to another environment. Furthermore, you
can update user space from the application. In addition, the change and creation log as well as the time
stamp (TS) are updated on the new records that are created on copying.
If overwrite is set to yes when copying, the user space will not be given a new name since overrides may be
pointing to it.
When deleting Field overrides (application 9160) (and Field definitions (application 9169)) a check is made in
order to prevent you from deleting a cross reference between STFEREG and User spaces (STFR) if this is
used as a foundation by another cross reference between STFEREG and User spaces (STFR).
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When copying between environments it is now possible to copy Field definitions (STFEs) only as well as Field
overrides (STFOs) only, while the existing Field overrides (STFOs) and Field definitions (STFEs), respectively,
are kept.

Copying can be made to another library, file name, format, user and/or application. Note that any field overrides are also copied.
Note that buffer positions are not recalculated. This means that we recommend you to only copy field definitions between environments that build on the same release.
Together with a field, any associated field control ident is also copied. A limitation is that if an attempt is
made to copy a field control ident in which the key consists of more than 10 characters and only 10 characters are allowed in the destination folder, then the copying will not be completed. Moreover, the specification
of the field control ident is removed from the actual field/field override.
11.5

Better search facilities

We have developed functionality in order to improve the search facilities.
The general selection facility – also known as the F17 selection – has been improved dramatically. Now, SQL
is used as a general method of finding the records that meet the selection criteria. The user dialog has not
been changed but you will experience a highly reduced search time.
This applies to fields that are part of the underlying record. The search on fields that are found in other
ways has not been changed. This i.e. applies to search on parts of the names, since they are a result of a
language search.
Furthermore, there are some exceptions in special applications, which will continue to use the previous
search method.
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11.6

Supplementary texts – improved solution for positioning

In cooperation with Scantruck we have developed functionality for an improved control of supplementary
texts and their appearance on external papers.
The supplementary texts are now stored with line breaks in the database. This means that to a far greater
extent, the texts can now be printed freely with other text lengths than the ones they are maintained with.
Generally, the texts are now maintained with line lengths of 60 characters whereas previously, the lines
were 30 characters long in some places and 60 in others.
This also means that in the future, it will be an advantage to print supplementary texts on external documents with texts lengths of more than 60 characters. You can e.g. have your Doc Manager layout changed
to print lines of 120 characters, if there is room for it in the layout, that is.
The printing of supplementary texts in internal reports has not been changed. This means that they are typically printed as lines of 30 characters in order to match the column that they are printed in.
11.7

Change of program type at level 2 of security reasons

Functionality for changing the program type at level 2 has been developed. Previously, 2nd level applications
were placed as type PGM in the Application parameters (application 0128). If authorisation was granted to
such a 2nd level application, it could be called directly and this could have unintended consequences.
The program KONVGREGR4 has been developed for changing the program type from PGM to PGK in Application parameters (application 0128). For logistics applications, the change takes place in the interval 6aaa –
9999, in which position 2 of the application number is either 5 or 8.
The result is that you may now use authorisation management for these applications for the purpose of e.g.
calling via a shortcut and in order to prevent them from being called directly from a menu.
The program is called by running application0690 when upgrading to release 4.
11.8

Extended functionality for handling item sets

In cooperation with Expedit we have extended the functionality of item sets.
The functionality has been extended on the following points:
 When creating item sets on firm orders, the item set may be withdrawn from more blanket orders.
 Overall deletion/completion of item sets.
 On internal purchase of item sets, the purchase can be priced according to the distributed amount
from the sales statistics.
Withdrawal of item sets
Until now, it has only been possible to make a call-off from a single item by "withdrawal" from another order
type (blanket order/quotation).
The withdrawal logic for item sets has been changed so that when item sets are created on firm orders, you
can withdraw from more blanket orders. Thus, the logic resembles the call-off for normal order lines. It is a
prerequisite that the concerned item sets on the firm order and the blanket order are "synchronous" in the
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sense that they comprise the same item set sub-lines. If this is not the case and the item set of the firm order comprises an item set sub-line which is not found on the item set of the blanket order, then this line will
not be handled as a call-off. Correspondingly, call-off cannot be made from the item set sub-line of a blanket
order if a matching line is not included on the firm order.
Furthermore, it is now made possible to deselect the manual acceptance before the withdrawal is carried
out.
Overall deletion/completion of item sets
When orders are being processed, you can block the deletion/completion of single lines in connection with
item sets.
Instead, you can carry out an overall deletion or completion of an item set. The deletion or completion of an
item set is requested next to an item set header line. First, the system validates whether the change is allowed for all lines of the item set. If OK, the transaction is performed for the item set header line and all associated item set sub-lines.
Pricing of internal purchase
It is now made possible to manage the pricing of transactions against item set lines on internal purchase orders in connection with intercompany settlement (using Update from derived orders (application 7261)).
In case of intercompany settlement, transactions against the internal purchase order are normally priced on
the basis of the invoiced amount on the internal sales invoice order (the delivery order). If the sales order
contains item sets that are priced via the item set header line, then the item set sub-lines will not be priced!
If the item set sub-lines concern item numbers that are also bought/sold separately, the pricing of FIFO cost
price controlled holdings will be disturbed by these receipts at zero value.
In the above situation, the pricing of receipts transactions may now instead be priced on the basis of the potentially distributed item set prices from the sales statistics of the delivery order, if desired.
Of course, it is a precondition in this case that distribution of item set prices is used with the sales statistics.
For further information, see system parameter Item set – optimisation parameters (VARESAET).
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On the system parameter Module 3 – Sales Management (MODUL-3), four new fields have been added:
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11.9

Extension of order files

A technical extension has been made to the order files.
The following fields have been added:
Sales order header – ORDHTBLS:
Field name
ORDHGODK

Buffer position
1241

Text
Appr.

Field format
1 character

Text
Appr.
Param. 1
Number 1
Text 1
Quantity 1
Quantity 2
Quantity 3
Amount 1
Amount 2
Amount 3

Field format
1 character
10 characters
16 digits
60 characters
13.5 packed
13.5 packed
13.5 packed
11.2 packed
11.2 packed
11.2 packed

Text
Param. 1
Number 1
Text 1
Quantity 1
Quantity 2
Quantity 3
Amount 1
Amount 2
Amount 3

Field format
10 characters
16 digits
60 characters
13.5 packed
13.5 packed
13.5 packed
11.2 packed
11.2 packed
11.2 packed

Purchase order header – ORDHTBLI:
Field name
ORDHGODK
ORDHPAR1
ORDHNR1
ORDHTEKST
ORDHMGD1
ORDHMGD2
ORDHMGD3
ORDHBELQB1
ORDHBELQB2
ORDHBELQB3

Buffer position
994
995
1005
1021
1081
1088
1095
1102
1108
1114

Purchase order lines – ORDLTBLI:
Field name
ORDLPAR1
ORDLNR1
ORDLTEKST
ORDLMGD1
ORDLMGD2
ORDLMGD3
ORDLBELQB1
ORDLBELQB2
ORDLBELQB3

Buffer position
516
526
542
602
609
616
623
629
635

At the present time, no functionality has been added to the fields.
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12 Best Practice
12.1

Best Practice – FIFO cost prices

Last year, a Best Practice package was released as part of the agreement regarding Best Practice. Below you
find an extract of the Best Practice package:
Introduction
Current accounting regulations require that a company's stockholding be settled in actual values. The traditional costing method, Standard Cost Price, does not meet these requirements without any special reports,
whereas FIFO as a cost price method meets the principles directly.
Business considerations
From a business perspective there may be several advantages of changing the cost price method from
Standard Cost to FIFO.
In short, these are:






Maintenance of cost prices can be avoided.
Specific cost prices per warehouse may be used.
Specific cost prices for each lot item may be used.
Currency fluctuations appear in the accounts instantly.
Depreciation of stock value can be made in an easier way.

Before changing method, it is necessary to make some considerations.
A requirement for FIFO is that the stock-in-trade for each warehouse does not become negative. This was
allowed under Standard Cost, but under FIFO it is not possible to find meaningful prices if such a situation
occurs. This means that allocation should be made during the processing of sales orders in order to ensure
that the necessary items are available before delivery is made.
On feedback of production and service, there may be situations where the current model dictates automatic
pull of incoming items on feedback on either operation or outgoing item. In theory, this means that incoming
items may become a negative amount. Thus, in addition to ensuring the sales channel, control procedures to
detect such cases should also be made.
Finally, prices must be indicated on the purchase orders, and Outstanding Purchase Amounts must be calculated at the actual amount due. Any errors relating to these issues should be detected via the control procedures since under FIFO only the receipt transactions carry the cost value.
The contents of the package
The contents of this Best Practice package specify the considerations and preparations that a company has
to make before changing its costing method. Furthermore, it provides a specific description of the procedure
to follow in connection with the change.
In principle, it is possible to freely select a cost price method per item. Note however that the Danish accounting legislation demands that the same cost price method be used for items that are processed in the
same way. The package describes the transition from standard cost to FIFO in the following two situations:
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a. Only raw materials (purchased) are changed to FIFO.
b. All stock items are changed to FIFO.
Thus, there are no direct descriptions of intermediate solutions, but the general procedure and the stated
considerations may easily be used in more mixed scenarios; however, with the reservation that uniform
items must have the same cost price method, c.f. the comment above.
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1

Introduction to release 4 of ASPECT4 Financial Management

With ASPECT4 Financial Management release 4, a number of functions and options are transferred to mobile
devices. Mobility and professional mobile apps for smartphones and tablets is the crucial theme of release 4.
Not really because mobility alone is the purpose, but because time and technology enable us to build on the
three strategic themes already introduced with release 1:




Ease-of-use
Ease-of-integration
Ease-of-collaboration.

Access to targeted mobile apps gives the user new opportunities for optimising the ERP use to business processes. The ASPECT4 apps are incorporated into different usage situations, of which the following slogans are
examples:
 "Make the most of the moment" covering apps intended for usage situations in which the user is
away from his/her desktop PC but needs to carry out minor tasks of short duration.
 "Extended user range" characterising apps directed towards users who normally do not work within
the area in question. These apps however have a built-in simplicity and delimitation that appeal to
"self-service" by e.g. external users.
 "All in one" covering apps intended for a mobile employee whose majority of job functions are on
the road, e.g. an outgoing sales consultant.
Along with the massive focus of release 4 on mobile ERP apps also comes the CrossPad development platform, which is 100 per cent aimed at ERP mobility and which also is a platform for new customer collaborations where EG and the customer co-design and co-develop further mobile apps.
Finally, we introduce a brand new and very exciting area, "Activity Streams", that sets new standards for how
an organisation using ASPECT4 can share news based on automatic postings as well as manual postings on
so-called news walls.
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2
2.1

Apps for ASPECT4 Financial Management
App: Operations inquiry (1M01)

App for operations inquiry – developed for iPad.
As part of the development of apps for ASPECT4, an app for inquiry on operating accounts has been developed. An inquiry may e.g. be made on a profit and loss statement, on department accounts or on product accounts. The app displays the result of the month and the year compared with the current budget. It is possible to switch to another period.
Individual settings can be made by function or user. Thus, the app lets you display an operations inquiry on
the basis of an individual setup. You can also limit the access of the specific user so that he/she can only inquire on e.g. certain accounts, departments or product groups.
As regards department accounts, product accounts or similar, the totals may be specified in two different directions:
 On subgroups (department on subdepartment, product group on product subgroup
or product, etc.)
 On underlying account totals or accounts.
As regards the profit and loss statement, the totals may be specified:
 On underlying account totals or accounts.
The result may be displayed graphically.
The app uses one or more financial totals models built on the account level(s) on which you want to inquire.
Typically, this task will be solved by an EG consultant. Up to 10 financial totals models may be used during
the inquiry. This way, figures on a low account level may be unpacked, if necessary all the way down to the
level of the account accepting entries.
Before you start using the app, the desired inquiry must be defined and the financial totals models must be
built as required.
It must be decided generally or for the specific user which accounts and dimensions can be included in the
inquiry.
The following must be decided in the parameters of the app:
 From Percentage for 'yellow light'
 From Percentage for 'green light'
 Budget version
 Estimate version
 It must be decided for the specific function group/user which
totals models are included in the inquiry.
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Here you see an inquiry on a profit and loss statement:

 Option of drilling down the totals to a more detailed totals level or to transaction account level on the specific totals account or on the entire accounts.
 Option of viewing a graphical display of a specific totals account or of the entire accounts.
 Option of changing the period.
Here you see a display of the operating result drilled down on the specific totals account:
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Here you see a graphical display of the profit and loss statement of a specific totals account:

Here you see an inquiry on the department accounts:

 Option of drilling down the department totals to a more detailed totals level or to department level on the specific department or on all departments.
 Option of viewing a graphical display of a specific department or of the entire department accounts.
 Option of drilling down the department accounts to see individual accounts.
 Option of changing the period.
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Here you see a display of the department accounts drilled down to accounts:

Here you see a graphical display of the department accounts of a single department:
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2.2

App: Customer inquiry (2M01)

App for customer inquiry developed for iPad and smartphone.
As part of the development of apps for ASPECT4, an app for inquiry on customers has been developed. The
app gives you a quick overview of the individual customer and may be used by anyone who needs fast access
to information on a particular customer. For example, the app may be used by a sales representative on
his/her way to visit a customer.
 Display of the customer's balance
 Option of displaying open transactions
 Option of displaying an individual transaction
 Display of balance due
 Option of displaying transactions due
 Option of displaying an individual transaction
 Display of turnover for the past 12 months
 Option of viewing the turnover per month
 Display of trade terms
 Display of reminder status
 Display of contact information
 Option of sending an e-mail
 Option of sending an SMS
 Option of viewing a website
 Option of displaying/maintaining/creating texts
 Option of displaying route directions to the customer's location.
Before you start using the app, the following must be specified:
 Primary and secondary search criterion (country, district, salesperson or customer group may be selected)
 Alternatively, only search on customer for a single salesperson
 Whether inactive customers should be omitted
 Which name and address lines should be displayed in the app
 Record type for displaying e-mails
 Record type for displaying Internet addresses.
When launching the inquiry, the customers are listed according to the selected search criterion.
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Here you see an inquiry on customers sorted by salesperson:

 Option of searching for a salesperson in the search field
 Option of changing the search criterion
 Option of selecting a customer for a particular salesperson.
Selection of customer:






Option
Option
Option
Option

of
of
of
of

viewing open transactions
viewing transactions due
viewing the turnover for the past 12 months
sending an e-mail to the customer
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Option
Option
Option
Option

of
of
of
of

sending an SMS to the customer
displaying a website
displaying/maintaining texts
viewing route directions to the customer's location.

Display of open transactions:

 Option of displaying an individual transaction.
Display of a specific transaction:
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Display of turnover for the past 12 months:

Submission of an e-mail to the customer:
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Submission of an SMS to the customer:

Display of website:
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Display of texts:

 Option of maintaining an existing text
 Option of creating a new text.
Creation of text:
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Display of route directions to the customer's location:

2.3

App: Supplier inquiry (3M01)

App for supplier inquiry developed for iPad and smartphone.
As part of the development of apps for ASPECT4, an app for inquiry on suppliers has been developed. The
app gives you a quick overview of the individual supplier and may be used by anyone who needs fast access
to information on a particular supplier. For example, the app may be used by a purchaser prior to a meeting
with a supplier.
 Display of the supplier's balance
 Option of displaying open transactions
 Option of displaying an individual transaction
 Display of balance due, if any
 Option of displaying transactions due
 Option of displaying an individual transaction
 Display of purchases for the past 12 months
 Option of viewing the turnover per month
 Display of trade terms
 When using ASPECT4 Transport, reminder information on the trading partner is displayed
 Display of contact information
 Option of sending an e-mail
 Option of sending an SMS
 Option of displaying a website
 Option of displaying/maintaining/creating texts
 Option of displaying route directions to the supplier's location.
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Before you start using the app, the following must be specified:
 Primary and secondary search criterion (country, district, purchaser or supplier group may be selected)
 Alternatively, only search on suppliers for a single purchaser
 Whether inactive suppliers should be omitted
 Which name and address lines should be displayed in the app
 Record type for displaying e-mails
 Record type for displaying Internet addresses.
When launching the inquiry, you have the option of listing the suppliers according to the selected search criterion.
Here you see an inquiry on suppliers sorted by purchaser:

 Option of searching for a purchaser in the search field
 Option of changing the search criterion
 Option of selecting suppliers for a particular purchaser.
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Selection of supplier:










Option
Option
Option
Option
Option
Option
Option
Option

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

viewing open transactions
viewing transactions due
viewing the turnover for the past 12 months
sending an e-mail to the supplier
sending an SMS to the supplier
displaying a website
displaying/maintaining texts
viewing route directions to the supplier's location.

Display of open transactions:

 Option of displaying an individual transaction.
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Display of a specific transaction:

Display of turnover for the past 12 months:
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Submission of an e-mail to the supplier:

Submission of an SMS to the supplier:
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Display of website:

Display of texts:

 Option of maintaining an existing text
 Option of creating a new text.
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Creation of text:

Display of route directions to the supplier's location:

2.4

App: Approval of vendor invoice for payment (3M04)

App for approval of vendor invoice – developed for iPad and smartphone.
As part of the development of apps for ASPECT4, an app for approval of vendor invoice for payment has been
developed. The app provides a list of unapproved vendor invoices that are associated with the current user.
The invoices are displayed sorted by vendor number and voucher number. You may search for a specific invoice.
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The following option is available for the individual invoice:


Selection of supplier invoice transaction.

When selecting an invoice transaction, a specification of it is displayed.
The following options are available:




Approval for payment
Transfer to another approver
Display of posting transactions.

Before you start using the app, the following must be specified:



Alternative approvers
Which name and address lines should be displayed in the app.

Here you see an example of approval of vendor invoices for payment:

 Option of searching for the invoice in the search field
 Option of selecting an invoice for approval.
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Invoice for approval:

 Option of transfer to another approver
 Display of posting of the voucher
 Option of approving the invoice for payment.
Transfer of invoice to another approver:
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Display of the posting of the voucher:
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3
3.1

Novelties in ASPECT4 Financial Management
Finance inquiries

The 137x-series is a series of finance reports that are variably set up on the basis of the same template. A
number of inquiry applications have been developed for ASPECT4 Financial Management. Furthermore, individual inquiries may be set up depending on the current need.
The following inquiries exist for ASPECT4 Financial Management:

In release 4 of ASPECT4 Financial Management, the request for finance inquiry (137x-serien) has been made
more streamlined and easy to work with.
Two new inquiries have been created with release 4 of ASPECT4 Financial Management:

You can limit the access of the individual user to certain accounts. The limitation is made at application/user/dimension level in the General Files section 1525 'Account range per dimension for account totals' .
Example of 'Department request' (1378):
The application lets you inquire on the result divided into type/department.
On the first screen you specify the period delimitation. The period specification may be MMYY or YYMM,
where MM is the period and YY is the year. The suggested periods show which date format to use.
The complete example of reporting for April 2013 and for January up to and including April looks as follows:

The application suggests that the current month is the last month that has been closed, but you are free to
select any "current period". The other period specifications are changed automatically according to the entered period. If you want to see the other period specifications before running the application, then click on
the "Refresh dates" icon (shortcut: F5).
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In the screen, account range, department range and budget version must be specified.
Selection of accounts
Enter the from and to account numbers to be covered by the report. You can search for account numbers by
using List.
Selection of department
Enter the from and to departments (dimension 1) to be covered by the report. You can search for account
numbers by using List.
Budget version
Enter the budget version to be covered by the report. A default value may be entered in the application parameters, which will then be suggested in the field. You can search for a budget version by using List.

Subsequently, the result is displayed by account:

3.2

Fee on A/R account statements

In application 2433, a fee may be charged for 'Print of A/R Account Statements – archive' (2433). The fee is
only charged if the account statement is printed, i.e. not if it is being sent by e-mail or fax.
During the execution of the account statement, a fee transaction for posting via the interface for ASPECT4 Financial Management is created. The fee is printed to the account statement.
To apply the fee to the account statement, a setup must be made in ASPECT4 Financial Management.
You specify whether the account statement fee should be used in the application parameter of 'Print of A/R
Account Statements – Archive' (2433):
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If you want to use the functionality, you must consider the size of the fee and the posting of it. The size of
the fee may be different for the different customer groups, and it may even be specified down to customer
number level. The amount and the posting of the fee is set up in the General Files section 2419 'Price list for
account statement fees' per customer/customer group:

The functionality is an add-on product and requires a licence key.
3.3

Split-up of customer and vendor addresses into single fields

In release 4 of ASPECT4 Financial Management, customer and vendor addresses are split up into OIO address
fields.
The country code of the customer/vendor determines how this split-up of addresses is made. Thus, the ISO
country code (EU) of the General Files section 2140 'Country' must be set up.
The OIO address can be seen via Stepping Stone in 'Maintain A/R Master Data' (2111) and in 'Maintain A/P
Master Data' (3111).
For further information, please refer to the release description of ASPECT4 Foundation release 4.
3.4

A/P payments via Handelsbanken

With ASPECT4 Financial Management release 4 you can now create A/P payments for processing via Handelsbanken.
Like other A/P payments in ASPECT4, A/P payments to Handelsbanken are processed via the applications
'Create payment proposal' (3420) and 'Automatic payments' (3220).
In order to execute automatic payments in the system, the individual vendor is created with a payment form
code that specifies how the payment should be made. E.g. whether a payment is local or cross-border. Moreover, information for controlling the payment, e.g. an IBAN number, is registered for the individual vendor.
When executing automatic A/P payments, ASPECT4 Financial Management allows you to create payment
transactions to Handelsbanken. These transactions can then be transferred via ASPECT4 Business Connector
and imported to Handelsbanken.
Local payments and cross-border payments can be made to the following countries: Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Germany, England, the Netherlands, China, Estonia, France, Hong Kong, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Poland, Singapore and the USA.
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SEPA payments:
Payments in EUR between EU countries are automatically made via SEPA, provided that the payment contains
a SWIFT address/BIC code and an IBAN beneficiary account number, and furthermore that the beneficiary
bank is SEPA ready.
Handling of credit notes:
When extracting transactions for payment, it is possible to let ASPECT4 Financial Management handle credit
notes. In most cases, the consequence is that the payment is simply reduced by the credit note amount. But
in some cases, a negative payment is created. This is the case if the system e.g. processes a credit note for a
vendor using payment via FI card, for which a payment record is created per invoice/credit note. This negative payment will be rejected by Handelsbanken, since the bank is unable to handle it.
The solution is an add-on product and requires a licence key.
3.5

Transactions lists for Excel

Print ledger cards to an Excel spreadsheet
The applications 'Ledger Cards, General Ledger' (1470/1472/1474) and 'Voucher List' (1473) still deliver print
on paper, but in addition to this, the current user may now receive an e-mail to which an Excel spreadsheet is
attached. The spreadsheet contains information on the ledger transactions requested in the application.
This means that you can quickly and easily continue to work with the transactions in Excel – you can sort,
group and, if necessary, create pivot tables with sums.
Example:

Print A/R transactions list to an Excel spreadsheet
The applications 'A/R Transactions List' (2470/2472) still deliver print on paper, but in addition to this, the
current user may now receive an e-mail to which an Excel spreadsheet is attached. The spreadsheet contains
information on the A/R transactions requested in the application.
This means that you can quickly and easily continue to work with the transactions in Excel – you can sort,
group and, if necessary, create pivot tables with sums.
Example:
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Print A/P transactions list to an Excel spreadsheet
The applications 'A/P Transactions List' (3470/3472) still deliver print on paper, but in addition to this, the current user may now receive an e-mail to which an Excel spreadsheet is attached. The spreadsheet contains information on the A/P transactions requested in the application.
This means that you can quickly and easily continue to work with the transactions in Excel – you can sort,
group and, if necessary, create pivot tables with sums.
Example:

Print asset transactions list to an Excel spreadsheet
The applications 'Asset Transactions List' (4470) and 'Appropriation Transactions List' (4475) still deliver print
on paper, but in addition to this, the current user may now receive an e-mail to which an Excel spreadsheet is
attached. The spreadsheet contains information on the asset or appropriation transactions requested in the
application.
This means that you can quickly and easily continue to work with the transactions in Excel – you can sort,
group and, if necessary, create pivot tables with sums.
Example:

3.6

Print barcode when settling payments

Print barcode in 'Register ingoing payments with direct settlement' (2107)
In release 4 of ASPECT4 Financial Management you can have a barcode printed when settling payments. The
functionality may be used in situations where you want to archive the voucher of an ingoing payment together with a barcode.
Print barcode in 'Register outgoing payments with direct settlement' (3107)
In release 4 of ASPECT4 Financial Management you can have a barcode printed when settling payments. The
functionality may be used in situations where you want to archive the voucher of an outgoing payment together with a barcode.
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3.7

Modifications to interface from MultiArchive

A couple of modifications have been made to the integration between ASPECT4 and MultiArchive in release 4
of ASPECT4 Financial Management:
 The field 'Invoice approved by' is initiated on the A/P transaction.
 The numeric currency code is filled in on the import file from MultiArchive.
 Simpler and automatic management of TMS (ASPECT4 Transport) for environments with company
dependent libraries.
 Automation of scanning and posting in 'Maintain Scanned Invoices' (3207) so that only "error
vouchers" must be processed.
 Option of more VAT codes in case of different VAT rates when scanning and posting.
 Increased integration to purchase orders in ASPECT4 Logistics and to the reservation system in
TMS.
Transaction text on automatic transactions when scanning
When posting scanned pre-entries, you can control which transaction text is written on the suspense transaction and on the VAT transaction.
You many use the vendor name or retrieve the text by using a text code.
A new application parameter for controlling the transaction text has been created in the application 'Maintain
Scanned Invoices' (3207):
 Either vendor name line 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5
 Or text code for automatic transactions in case of scanned invoices
 Or text code for automatic transactions in case of scanned credit notes.
3.8

Payment notification when paying via Nordea Corporate Netbank

From now on, when posting automatic vendor payments for processing via Nordea Corporate Netbank the
beneficiary may be notified of the payment by e-mail. This may be necessary when the payment of a number
of invoices are grouped into a single payment transaction for payment via Nordea Corporate Netbank.
The following is required:
 A setup in the General Files section 3225 'Payment forms' that ensures that collective payments are
allowed.
 Vendor's payment form must be 92 – payment via Nordea.
 Vendors e-mail address must be created in A/P master data.
 Printing/e-mailing via DocManager must be enabled.
A default DocManager layout for print of payment notification is included in release 4 of ASPECT4 Financial
Management. Custom headers and footers on the notification letter may be defined. These are defined in
message member UTB3499.
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3.9

SEPA Credit Transfers (SCT) – or SEPA payment

Definition of SEPA:
SEPA (Single Euro Payments Area) is a political initiative with the purpose of creating an integrated European
payment infrastructure with a common set of standards, rules and conditions for payments between EU countries. The objective is to make it just as easy, fast and efficient to carry out euro payments as on the national
markets today. This way, companies and consumers can reap the benefits of the single currency and the single market within the boundaries of the European Union.
When using automatic payments in ASPECT4 Financial Management, euro payments between EU countries
made through Danske Bank, Nordea, Handelsbanken and Sydbank are processed as SEPA payments if the following requirements are met:






3.10

The
The
The
The
The
The

payment must be made between two EU countries
payment must be made in EUR
payment must contain a BIC address
beneficiary account number must be registered as an IBAN number
payment fee must be split
beneficiary bank must be SEPA ready.

Limitation on change of dimensions for A/R and A/P transactions

In release 4 of ASPECT4 Financial Management, an extra limitation on A/R and A/P transactions has been introduced for changing dimensions via the application 'Change dimension on selected period' (1233).
In the application parameter of the application you must consider the following:
 Should dimensions be changed for all A/R transactions, for all open A/R transactions or only for all
non-partly settled A/R transactions?
 Should dimensions be changed for all A/P transactions, for all open A/P transactions or only for all
non-partly settled A/P transactions?
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4

Database modifications in ASPECT4 Financial Management release 4

Files modified in release 4 of ASPECT4 Financial Management:
File name
KREREGT1
KREOCTT1
IMTABCT3

The A/P master file has been extended with a field for 'Number of months before the same
invoice number may occur again'. Used for e-invoices.
The file Scanned invoices from MultiArchive has been extended with a number of fields.
Import of interface transactions for ASPECT4 Business Connector has been extended with a
number fields.

New files in release 4 of ASPECT4 Financial Management:
File name
INHPSTT4

INFPSTT4

INDPSTT4

INKPSTT4

INAPSTT4

ENTIPST4

ENTIBDT4

Description
Contains journal header for interface journal.

Replaces
In previous releases, the
journal headers were written
in the INFPSTT3 file.
Ledger transactions for the ASPECT4 Financial Management
Replaces INFPSTT3 if you
interface. The file is a copy of the existing INFPSTT3 file and want to start using the new
has been extended with several new fields.
fields of INFPSTT4.
A/R transactions for the ASPECT4 Financial Management inReplaces INDPSTT3 if you
terface. The file is a copy of the existing INDPSTT3 file and
want to start using the new
has been extended with several new fields.
fields of INDPSTT4.
A/P transactions for the ASPECT4 Financial Management inReplaces INKPSTT3 if you
terface. The file is a copy of the existing INKPSTT3 file and
want to start using the new
has been extended with several new fields.
fields of INKPSTT4.
Fixed asset transactions for the ASPECT4 Financial ManageReplaces INAPSTT3 if you
ment interface. The file is a copy of the existing INAPSTT3 file want to start using the new
and has been extended with several new fields.
fields of INAPSTT4.
CCC transactions for the ASPECT4 Financial Management in- Replaces ENTIPST3 if you
terface. The file is a copy of the existing ENTIPST3 file and
want to start using the new
has been extended with several new fields.
fields of ENTIPST4.
CCC budget transactions for the ASPECT4 Financial Manage- Replaces ENTIBDT3 if you
ment interface. The file is a copy of the existing ENTIBDT3
want to start using the new
file and has been extended with several new fields.
fields of ENTIBDT4.

Please note that in order to work in the future, any of your own built QM inquiries that use the abovementioned files must be changed to use the new files.
When converting to release 4 of ASPECT4 Financial Management, it is a requirement that the interface of
ASPECT4 Financial Management must be empty.
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5

Uninstallation of applications

This release will uninstall the following applications:



6

Inquire into ledger account totals (1370)
Status inquiry in currency (1375).

Installation and conversion

ASPECT4 Financial Management release 4 requires ASPECT4 Foundation release 4. For further information,
please refer to the description of ASPECT4 Foundation release 4.
When ASPECT4 Financial Management release 4 is shipped, you will receive a document that describes the
contents of the individual elements. But most importantly, it describes the activities to be carried out prior to
the installation, and the activities to be carried out after the installation.
You can download the description from EG's homepage:
http://eg.dk/kompetencer/erp-systemer/aspect4/dokumentation/releasehaefter
It is very important that you carry out the activities in the prescribed sequence; naturally, you are also welcome to leave the completion to your ASPECT4 Finance consultant.
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1

Introduction to release 4 of ASPECT4 Foundation

With ASPECT4 release 4, a number of functions and options are transferred to mobile devices. Mobility and
professional mobile apps for smartphones and tablets is the crucial theme of release 4. Not really because
mobility alone is the purpose, but because time and technology enable us to build on the three strategic
themes already introduced with release 1:
 Ease-of-use
 Ease-of-integration
 Ease-of-collaboration.
Access to targeted mobile apps gives the user new opportunities for optimising the ERP use to business processes. The ASPECT4 apps are incorporated into different usage situations, of which the following slogans are
examples:
 "Make the most of the moment", which covers apps intended for usage situations in which the user
is away from his/her desktop PC but needs to carry out minor tasks of short duration.
 "Extended user range", which characterises apps directed towards users who normally do not work
within the area in question. These apps however have a built-in simplicity and delimitation that appeal to "self-service" by e.g. external users.
 "All in one", which covers apps intended for a mobile employee whose job functions are mainly on
the move, e.g. a service engineer on the road.
Along with the massive focus of release 4 on mobile ERP apps also comes the CrossPad development platform. This platform is entirely aimed at ERP mobility and is also a platform for new customer collaborations
where EG and the customer co-design and co-develop further mobile apps.
The mobile novelties are introduced across the ASPECT4 platform and are a common theme of both the
cross-industry modules and the industry-specific systems. Apart from the apps, the novelties of the common
modules are this time a number of improvements and developments of several areas – most significantly
ASPECT4 Client, QueryManager and Workflow Management. A brand new area is "Virtual ASPECT4
Partitioning" which presents new possibilities of environmental and operational configuration that simplify the
operations management and support the "High Availability" efforts initiated with release 3.
Finally, we introduce a brand new and very exciting area, "Activity Streams", that sets new standards for
how an organisation using ASPECT4 can share news based on automatic postings as well as manual postings
on so-called news walls.
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2

Overview

Apps
Release 4 presents the novelty CrossPad – a ground-breaking and new foundation for developing mobile apps
for ASPECT4. On the CrossPad platform we also launch a number of apps for smartphones and tablets to
support mobility and the use of ERP "on the move". The range of apps covers all ASPECT4 subsystems and
industry-specific systems.
Workflow Management
One of the big novelties in Workflow Management is a mobile CrossPad-based task list. The mobile task list
enables you to keep informed of your tasks, to work with them and to report them completed while you are
on the move.
With the feature ASPECT4 Workflow Management Web Approval, external players can now be involved in
workflow tasks, and in the same way as internal feedback, external feedback may push the workflow on to
the next task in the sequence.
QueryManager
The ASPECT4 reporting tool QueryManager allows you to build your own CrossPad applications for execution
on mobile devices. Another novelty is the option of job and print management in QueryManager applications
via setup in application 0225. The novelties also include: option of executing queries for ASPECT4 Business
Connector, extended date adjustment to obtain high flexibility in the data selection, setup of selection
conditions as SQL statements, maintenance and use of assistants to easier build expressions for calculation
fields as well as new types of web call to allow easy integration to map view and directions based on the
query result.
ASPECT4 Client
Release 3 introduced a number of significant and extensive developments of the user interface and dialogue
in ASPECT4 Client, for example ribbon, bread crumb instead of new windows, stepping stone and notes. This
new type of dialogue has been successfully received, and consequently the aim has been to consolidate the
new structure and avoid any major restructuring of dialogue and navigation. Instead, the focus of ASPECT4
Client has been on meeting a number of customer requests and on developing new facilities within the
existing framework. These initiatives have been added in order to make the dialogue, the operation and the
maintenance even more easy, intuitive and secure.
Business Connector
In release 4, a reorganisation of EDIFACT agreements to FTP via DocManager has been carried out. We have
also focused on optimising the existing applications. As an example, it is now possible to save the XML files in
DB2 files instead of on the IFS. The mirroring may have trouble keeping up when it comes to files on the IFS,
and consequently a mirroring machine will be missing a lot of documents if you need to change the machine.
DocManager
The archiving options in DocManager have been extended with the option of archiving to CrossWork. The
integration to Multi-Support Next (previously MultiArchive) has also been given a lift so that you may now
archive via Document Capture for DocManager in Multi-Support Next.
Other novelties are: the option of attaching appendices to reports, naming of file attachments and extensions
to DocManager's collection of functions to be used when building calculations and conditions.
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Virtual ASPECT4 Partition - VAP
A Virtual ASPECT4 Partition, a VAP, is a new functionality in ASPECT4 that allows you to run two or more
ASPECT4 environments completely independently of each other on the same IBM i partition. This means that
neither data, programs, folders, clients nor anything else are in common.
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3
3.1

Independent novelties
Apps

"It's a mobile world", we hear again and again, and the message to the IT providers is: "Think mobile first". It
is one of the fastest growing trends, and for the first time, more tablets than PCs were sold during the
Christmas trade 2012.
When it comes to smartphones and tablets, 1 billion devices exist globally, corresponding to one for every
seven inhabitants on our planet. Here in Denmark, more than 50 per cent of all inhabitants between the age
of 15 and 70 own a smartphone, and we are in fact witnessing a penetration boom which is 10 times faster
than what we called the PC boom in the late 80'ies.
ASPECT4 release 4 launches a number of apps that are built on a common development platform, CrossPad,
and that are also executed through a corresponding mobile app frame. Thus, CrossPad is at the same time a
development platform and the physical mobile app to be downloaded and installed on the mobile device. To
put it very briefly, ASPECT4 CrossPad may be compared to ASPECT4 Client and the similarities are essentially
that data, business logic and presentation logic are executed server-side. The actual task of the CrossPad app
is then only to handle presentation and dialogue. This construction offers a number of advantages in relation
to topics like security, rights, administration and deployment. For example, new ASPECT4 apps can be
"pushed" to the mobile device without the users having to download new software to their mobile devices.
Release 4 introduces the first ASPECT4 apps, and expectations are – based on a number of customer
collaborations – that many more will be launched in the time to come.
When selecting and designing these ASPECT4 apps, it has been important to avoid a one-to-one reproduction
of already existing desktop applications. On the contrary, we have put a lot of energy in identifying relevant
mobility scenarios and finding inspiration from some of the strongest consumer apps. Thus, our internal
requirements to these professional and business-oriented apps have been:
 Operation and navigation which is just as easy, logical an minimalist as in the best consumer apps
(here with the slogan "Less is More", borrowed from the modernist architecture).
 Innovative use of the smartphones' special properties within sensors and services.
 Visual, structural and not least data-specific relations between apps and sub apps through strong
frameworks.
 A security aspect which is completely different and essential compared to consumer apps.
In our release documents we use the terms apps, smartphones and tablets. In the following, these terms are
clarified in relation to ASPECT4 release 4.
Apps
As mentioned, only a single app is in principle downloaded and installed on the mobile device. This app has
its own front page or home screen on which you select the actual functional ASPECT4 apps. When the text
refers to apps, it refers to this type of apps, while the app installed on the mobile device is called the
CrossPad app. Please see the illustration of a CrossPad home screen below.
Smartphone
In release 4.1, the CrossPad apps work on either iPhone (iOS) or Android devices.
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Tablet
In release 4.1, the CrossPad apps work on iPad (iOS).

3.2

Activity Streams

With the novelty "Activity Streams" an organisation achieves new possibilities of keeping up-to-date with
selected events and news that are either created manually by colleagues or automatically by the ASPECT4
Workflow Management system.
Activity Streams somehow resemble Facebook, Twitter, Yammer and other web-based solutions within the
field of "social software", but also differ on major points such as:
 The target group and the dissemination are restricted to the company and its employees. No profile
is to be created. If the user has access to the central Activity Streams application, the user profile is
already active.
 The use is aimed at company activities and not at personal news. Thus, it is possible to easily add
links (using the Stepping Stone technique introduced with release 3) in both manual and automatic
news. These links serve as "one-click" navigation to other news or to ASPECT4 applications.
 A resemblance is that news are directed at so-called "news walls", but an extension is that such
news walls can be created for other things than people and organisations. For example, clients,
suppliers, items, offers, orders and the like may have such news walls, too.
 Another major difference is that not only manually created postings/news are used for news
coverage. Events in ASPECT4 may also be used for "trigging" and creating system-related news
postings – so-called automatic postings as opposed to manual postings.
 Furthermore, the users can access news in a special way. Besides the "usual way" – i.e. the latest
news from the news sources to which the user subscribes – the news can also be displayed
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regardless of subscription. Instead, they are displayed in relation to a certain use context – e.g., as
regards news, the item displayed on the ASPECT4 Client screen even if the user does not subscribe
to news about the item in question.
A user can subscribe to news from different news walls. You can comment on news, and you can easily give a
positive declaration of a news posting ("like").
Though ASPECT4 Workflow Management can be used for generating automatic news, Activity Streams are
not the same as workflows. Workflows are a systematic way of creating, managing and distributing tasks with
focus on and close surveillance of progress – aimed at a specific task solver (or somebody in a group).
Activity Streams are informal updates/news that do not need action and that have the potential of reaching a
broader group of users.
In release 3, "Notes" were introduced as a novelty. In some contexts, Activity Streams may resemble notes,
but unlike notes, they are published detached from their origin (screen) and in an actual news stream whose
immediacy expires, so to speak, when the latest news come in (like news in the daily papers). The note
concept, on the other hand, is intended for retaining observations and information – and an immediacy which
is more long term.

3.2.1

Activity Streams in ASPECT4 Client

Activity Streams in ASPECT4 Client are accessed via a new icon in the shortcut bar. Depending on the context,
you are either presented with a news stream or with postings on a specific wall. The display of postings
always follows the principle of "newest first". You can comment and like postings.
An example of a news stream is "My stream" which displays postings across the things that you are interested
in:
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You can filter the postings so that you only see manually created postings or postings that are created
automatically by Workflow Management.
In addition to the display of postings, you can also keep yourself informed on who is following/subscribing to
the postings you make. Furthermore, you can get an overview of you own subscriptions. A common feature of
these overviews is that they work as links that send you on to another stream or wall.
Postings may also contain links to other walls. A click on a link sends you directly to the wall.
You can create new postings when you are located on "My stream" or on a specific wall. When you create a
new posting on a wall, you can insert links to other walls. This way, the posting will be located on the wall on
which it is posted as well as on the walls that you link to.
When you are on a wall, you can take out new subscriptions or cancel existing ones. You can take out
subscriptions on specific walls, on all walls of a certain type and on specific events.
Which ASPECT4 entities may "carry" walls is configured centrally.

3.2.2

The Activity Streams app

With the app version of Activity Streams you can easily keep up-to-date with the news and events that
interest you. At the same time, you can keep you colleagues informed while you are on the move by making
postings directly from the app.
When you open the app, "My stream" is displayed:
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You can filter the overview by using the tabs in the bottom of
the screen.
Like in ASPECT4 Client, you can like and comment postings and
you can follow links in order to jump between walls.
By pressing "Comment" or just the actual posting, other
people's comments to a posting are displayed, and of course
you can also comment on the posting yourself.

When you make a posting from a mobile device, your current
geo location will be recorded together with the posting (if the
user has accepted this).
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3.3

Virtual ASPECT4 Partition - VAP

Purpose
 100% separation of environments
 No common data/programs in the test, production and training environments
 Loading into test does NOT affect production (application 0590).
Overview
Until now, the EGAKS400 library has only existed in one version on each IBM partition. This has caused
problems for our customers in a few cases. To avoid this, a new option called VAP, Virtual ASPECT4 Partition,
has been added in ASPECT4 release 4.
A VAP has its own independent EGAKS400 library, an independent EGSERVER subsystem and an independent
IFS folder.

As each VAP has its own portal and client, a shortcut to the ASPECT4 Client in the desired VAP is added to the
desktop.
In the 5250 emulation, you can switch the VAP via the action bar if permission to application 0S03 has been
granted.
The EG0653ZF command lets you create a new VAP. The creation of a VAP is a technically demanding task
that must always be carried out in cooperation with an EG consultant.
You can find further information on VAP in the help file called VAP.
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3.4

Batch Triggers – a new trigger concept

For many years, ASPECT4 has had a fully developed and workable trigger concept, and during the past years,
data triggering for i.a. synchronisation and integration purposes has been used increasingly. Thus, new needs
have arisen, and there has been an increased focus on performance, load and influence on response times.
Release 4 has given us the opportunity of starting afresh which has resulted in a new trigger concept called
ASPECT4 Batch Triggers.
The principle is to be able to determine as quickly as possible whether a triggering should cause an action or
whether things should just continue. Trigger actions may now be defined on field level and may be spiced up
with conditions.
The concept is based on call of modules that each handle specific functionality. For example, one module
handles the well-known Data History, another handles CrossWork, etc. New options are implemented via new
modules.
The new concept simplifies database triggering and offers a number of opportunities within tasks related to
synchronisation and export of data. In release 4, the new trigger concept is already used within a number of
ASPECT4 standard areas. More will be included in the future, and the concept also has the opportunity of
becoming a solid foundation for individual solutions in which data are exchanged and synchronised between
IT solutions in an internal or external supply chain.
Apart from the mentioned modules supporting Data History and CrossWork integration, other standard
modules include:
Optimized Search Words. This heading covers a new method for configuring search lists in e.g. CrossPad
apps. Thus, the method is the foundation of a number of server-side search facilities that service and make
e.g. mobile apps more efficient.
Workflow triggers. The new trigger concept also works as one of the most central foundations of the
initiation of so-called workflow events and thereby of elements that may initiate workflows. The new features
enables the modelling of even more precise events.
A new concept, pseudo triggering, allows derived triggering. If e.g. the price of an item is changed, this
may cause a pseudo triggering of the item's master data, thereby starting a process that affects all
information on the item.
Trigger expansion is a function that can "spread" the triggering to other group, company and warehouse
relations.
Simple sums is a module that handles the maintenance of a sum in a numerical field based on the key fields
of the table.
3.5

Split-up and extension of addresses

As mentioned in the previous section, data integration, data synchronisation and data exchange are growing
in importance. Hence the need for a very accurate data mapping. As a consequence, the address information
has been extensively restructured in release 4 of ASPECT4. Addresses are now stored according to international standards (ISO) – they are split into individual parts and stored as independent single fields in a new
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concept for address tables. From here, the addresses can e.g. be mapped precisely to the requirements of
OIOXML documents.
The addresses are maintained through the usual applications but are controlled by a central module that sets
up entry masks depending on a specific ISO country code.
To support mobile apps, the addresses have also been extended by the option of storing geo locations.
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4

Novelties within existing areas

4.1

4.1.1

Workflow Management

Mobile task list

With the new mobile CrossPad-based task list, your workflow tasks are always close at hand. You can keep
informed of your tasks, work with them and report them completed while you are on the move.
When you start the app, a list is displayed showing the tasks
that you are responsible/co-responsible for, sorted by deadline
and divided into sections based on deadline.
A new clever feature is available through the '+' button at the
top of the screen. When you are on the move, you can use this
for creating a reminder task to yourself – e.g. a reminder to
remember to follow up on a task once you are back at the
office.

When you tab on a task in the list, details on the task are
displayed.
As in the rest of Workflow Management, the fields and options
available on the screen depend on the model forming the basis
of the workflow. It may contain fields to be filled in and links to
websites that are helpful to the execution of the task.
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You can report the task completed by using the buttons in the
bottom of the screen, either by approving the task or by
rejecting to approve it.

In the top of the screen you can access the actions that you are
authorised to carry out on the task.
Here, another novelty is hiding: With the action 'Later follow-up'
you can choose to take responsibility for a task that you do not
have time to carry out before you are back again at the office.
The task will be hidden on the mobile task list and is only visible
on the task list in ASPECT4 Client.
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4.1.2

Web Approval

In many companies, it is business as usual to obtain the customer's approval of constructions, configuration,
design, drawings, project proposals, 0 series and much more.
Other examples are the supplier's approval of photos and input for catalogues or completely different
situations, in which it is necessary to work together systematically in the supply chain. With the feature
ASPECT4 Workflow Management Web Approval, external players may now be involved in workflow tasks. And
in the same way as internal feedback, external feedback may push the workflow on to the next task in the
sequence.
Web Approval also allows external persons to receive tasks from ASPECT4 Workflow Management. The tasks
are sent by e-mail, and by clicking a URL link in the e-mail, the external user can activate the task, learn
about its details and decide on the approval of it. As any other feedback, the user's feedback – approval or
other – will be sent to the Rule Engine of ASPECT4 Workflow Management where the further process of the
workflow will be determined. Rules for external notification may be set up – for example notification in case of
lacking response at a specified deadline. This also applies to external users.

Some of the obvious advantages of the solution are:







It saves time.
You avoid double work.
Unresolved tasks are under control.
Manual requests for a reply are avoided.
The cooperation is facilitated.
All replies are documented and kept together.

It is unnecessary to set up the external users as ASPECT4 users and they do not have access to other
ASPECT4 information.
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ASPECT4 Workflow Management Web Approval requires a separate user licence and, if necessary,
modifications to the network configuration in order to enable web access to the system.

4.1.3

Other novelties
 Management of advanced logging facilities via logging level in the process definition head. Used in
connection with troubleshooting so that all module calls, SQL sentences etc. are logged and may be
followed.
 Task processing may be carried out directly in the list (the tree) of the task list in ASPECT4 Client.
For example, you can right-click on a task and choose 'Select and report task complete'.
 Key information associated with a task is now displayed when the icon in the shortcut bar lights up
and announces a new task.
 Preparation for Unicode support.

4.2

4.2.1

QueryManager

CrossPad applications

The really big novelty in QueryManager is that CrossPad applications can now be built directly in
QueryManager. The applications may be created for both smartphone and tablet with the option of targeting
them to the two types of devices.
Query results are presented in lists or charts that can be built individually for each query and with the desired
appearance.
From the displayed lists you can dig further down into the result and e.g. choose detailed view, PDF view,
map view and directions.
This functionality requires a user licence.
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4.2.2

0225 management

In order to be able to overrule the execution information specified in the query, you can perform job and print
management via 0225 for the applications that you create using QueryManager and that submit the
execution.

4.2.3

ASPECT4 Business Connector output

A new output makes it easy to create documents in ASPECT4 Business Connector on the basis of the query
result. The entire query result is submitted to ASPECT4 Business Connector for a specified document ID and
an incoming XML profile.

4.2.4

Extended date adjustment

The date adjustment has been extended to offer higher flexibility when it comes to the selection on dates.
Thus, you can now specify several date adjustments for each field. The date adjustment that you want to
apply to the concerned selection is selected for the individual selection condition.

4.2.5

SQL selection conditions

To select rows in a query you can now – in addition to the usual field-based selection conditions – make the
selection on the basis of an SQL statement. Thereby, you obtain greater freedom to build the selection. These
SQL based selection conditions are used on the same terms as field-based selection conditions, and they can
be included in brackets in the same way.

4.2.6

Assistants for calculation expressions

The option of maintaining and using assistants has been introduced in order to ease the task of building SQL
statements for calculation fields. Assistants may be built with a particular notation that allows prompting with
entry fields to fill in the individual assistants. QueryManager is delivered with a set of default assistants and
the option of adding more yourself.
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4.2.7

New types of web calls

By way of new predefined types of web calls, it has become easy for the function type "Web call" to integrate
to map view with the option of displaying the address and providing directions. This can be used in CrossPad
applications with integration to the mobile devices' built-in apps for map view and directions. Furthermore, it
can be used with ASPECT4 Client, in which the map view and the directions are displayed in a browser.
4.3

4.3.1

ASPECT4 Client

Bigger difference between production and test environments

It is very important that users are aware whether they are working in a production environment or a test
environment.
As of release 4, test environments will be marked clearly (in yellow). For example, the top of the screen will
look like this:

And the bottom of the screen:

Please note: In the above example, the company number appears in brackets after the company name. This
is controlled by the workspace properties. Here, the following is specified:

Use F1 to display possible codes and their meaning.

4.3.2

Deselect display of test environments

On the sign-on screen, an extra field has been added that lets the user specify whether he/she wants test
environments to appear in the overview of available environments on the next page.

The system remembers whether this check box was marked or not last time the user signed on.
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4.3.3

Quick launch of application in another group or company

Users that are working with different groups/companies simultaneously are used to launching each individual
environment via the globe icon in the bottom left corner.
In release 4, a new and much quicker method is introduced. Press the new 'Quick start' icon placed below the
'Application starter field' in the upper right corner:

Now you choose whether it should be possible to switch to another group. You choose a company in the
drop-down list and then you enter the application number in which you want to work with the new
group/company combination:

Instead of choosing a company in the list, you can search for a company number, a company name or a CVR
number. Example:
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By clicking OK, a new workspace is launched and the user is ready to work in the desired application right
away:

In application 0110 on application 0XQE, you specify whether to display the Quick start icon and which fields
the screen should contain:

4.3.4

Maximum number of open environment tabs

Users can launch new tabs in other environments/groups/companies either via the new Quick start icon in the
top right corner or via the globe in the bottom left corner.
In each of these environments, the user may launch few or many applications. Each time, a job is launched
on the server. For reasons of clarity as well as performance, we recommend that the user does not have more
environment tabs than necessary open.
From now on, the number of environment tabs that a user is allowed to have open simultaneously can be
limited centrally. Example:

This limitation is specified in Global settings, cf. the next section.

4.3.5

Global settings

Previously, general as well as common client parameters have been maintained in application 0110 on
application 0X00 (in the absence of a place to maintain global settings).
As of release 4, the cross-disciplinary parameters, which are common for all users regardless of environment,
have been moved to a new item called 'Global settings'. The item is found under the capital A/File/Settings.
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At the top, you can specify the maximum number of environment tabs that a user may have open at the
same time. Example:

Only administrators (i.e. IT employees who have permission to application 0110) can maintain the global
settings.
The settings are stored on EGAKS400 in the AS4CFGP1 file.

4.3.6

More parameters in application 0110 on application 0X00

Although some parameters were moved from application 0X00 to 'Global settings', space was still lacking in
application 0X00. This has been solved by creating a page 2 (0X0A). The program has been prepared so that
a page 3 (0X0B) and 4 (0X0C) may be added later.
4.4

Java

Oracle releases a new version of Java at regular intervals. Earlier, EG advised against downloading the update
directly from Oracle's homepage since the standard update from Java often did not include the European
character sets.
This problem is now solved with Java 7. But since we have seen earlier that a new version of Java may cause
problems in ASPECT4 Client, EG continues to recommend that the users download the latest Java tested and
approved by EG. Typically, it will be approximately a week from the release of a Java update until EG has
tested it.
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4.4.1

Display message when EG has approved new Java

A novelty is that, before they log on, users can now be notified that EG has approved a new Java update. The
message looks as follows:

When the users click Yes, they are guided through the installation process.
The message is only displayed if 'Update Java (when EG approves new ver.)' is set to 1 on page 2 of
application 0110 on application 0X00:

The latest version of Java that EG has approved can still be downloaded via the deployment page, i.e. the
page from which ASPECT4 Client is downloaded. E.g. http://servernavn:1045/client/). The newest "EG
approved" Java update is found on the Java Updates tab.
4.5

Column rules

By means of column rules you can highlight data that stand out, e.g. because an amount is remarkably
high/low or because a date has been exceeded/is soon exceeded.
You may create several rules on the same column or create rules on many columns.
For example, you can specify that if a discount of more than 10 per cent has been given, the sales
representative should be coloured yellow. If a discount of more than 25 per cent has been given, the sales
representative should be coloured red. Or invoices that are due next week should be displayed in bold etc.
Column rules in tables
To create column rules, the focus must be in a table. On the 'Table' tab, select 'Column rules':
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Example:
The accountant suspects that certain vouchers have been posted on the wrong dimension 2 account number.
Small amounts are not that important, but amounts exceeding DKK -5,000 must be corrected. A way of
finding these transactions is to create table rules. First, you specify the column that should be highlighted in
either bold, italics or a colour:

Second, you create the rules that the data should meet in order to be highlighted – in this case in red. Use
the dropdown lists to select the desired values. If more conditions should be met, press the plus icon:
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Now, the next conditions are added. Remember to finish by clicking the 'Go' button and then the 'Finish'
button:

The result looks as follows:
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4.6

Table/pivot setup per application

The individual user can customise a table so that it suits the specific work situation. This is done by moving,
removing or maybe colouring columns.
Or the user may choose to create a pivot setup in one or more applications.
Previously, it was not possible to copy table and pivot setups from one user to another or to a group.
From now on, table setups are stored per user, per application. This means that system administrators can
copy/move a user's table setup in one or more selected applications to other users, layout groups, function
groups etc. by means of application 0X03. This fulfils a major wish of many ASPECT4 customers.

4.6.1

Table setup and pivot can be copied/moved to other users

From now on, a user's modifications to tables/pivot setups can be viewed by the system administrator in
application 0X03 under Layout of the user in question (requires administrator code 20 in application 0110).
And by right-clicking, he/she can copy or move to the persons/groups that want the same setup. If the setup
should apply to all companies, it may be an advantage to move it to Standard (it is placed in EGSPCSTD and
will thus overwrite EG's standard).

4.7

4.7.1

Stepping Stone

New link types

In release 3, it became possible to create links in the ribbon at the top to other traditional applications and to
Query applications.
In release 4, two new Stepping Stone facilities are introduced:
 Link to URL
 Link to PC program.
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Link to URL
Elegant integrations between ASPECT4 and websites can now be created via links to URLs. Data used for
filling in request screens on the net can be "delivered" from ASPECT4 .
Example:
When you work with a customer, you want to be able to quickly and easily access the CVR register (the
Central Business Register in Denmark), read about the customer and possibly order the customer's latest
accounts. This can be done by creating a Stepping Stone link of the type URL. Thus, you can add a link to the
CVR register e.g. at the top of application 2111 in which the customer's CVR number is registered:

When the link is clicked, the customer's CVR number is automatically included so that the user automatically
enters the page providing information on the customer.
Please note that links can only be created on fields that have an alias, and a parameter definition must exist
for the field (in application 0W00).
The alias name of the customer's CVR number is SENUMBER. The alias name is found by entering the application in which the link must be found. Call the Layout Designer. When focus is in the field, you see the alias
name in the bottom right corner.
The link to the CVR register is entered in application 0W10 with a name, a description and as link type URL
(2):
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The URL is entered in the value. Replace the exact value (in the above example the value is the customer's
CVR number) by &alias.
Link to a program
Similarly, you can create a link in the ribbon to a PC program to which ASPECT4 delivers data.
Example:
The next example is taken from EG's HRM system. Here, it might be desirable to have an integration to an
external program displaying an overview of courses that the employee has taken or items that the employee
has at his/her disposal. By clicking the link, the employee number is automatically transferred (in this example
to the MS Access program):

The setup is e.g. made like this:
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4.8

4.8.1

Various changes in ASPECT4 Client

Display of sum has been extended

If you select multiple numerical fields in a table, the sum of these fields are shown in a small tool tip. From
now on, the average, the maximum and the minimum of the selected fields are displayed in addition to the
sum. Example:

4.8.2

Show warning/cancel in case of extensive searches

In release 2, two fields for searching data were displayed at the bottom of all tables. These fields are called
'Find' and 'Enter filter', respectively:

The functions are useful for finding and selecting data. But if they are used uncritically in very large tables,
they will place strain on the server. If it is PC, the user will just experience a little wait. But if ASPECT4 Client
is executed on a terminal server/Citrix, the wait will affect other users. As a consequence, the Find/Filter bar
was hidden by default in release 3. The functionality could still be accessed either by using the shortcut Alt+F
or by clicking the icon in the table tab.
We now introduce a new parameter in application 0110 on application 0X00 (page 2). Here, it is possible to
completely turn off the function. If you want the function to be available, you can specify how many seconds
should pass before a warning is displayed or the search is cancelled:

Example of a warning:

If the search has not been completed within the allowed time, the action is cancelled and the following is
displayed:
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If the Find/Filter function is turned off, the user cannot use the Alt+F shortcut and the icon will not appear on
the table tab.

4.8.3

Icon indicating that the application is working

When an application is launched, a large icon in the centre of the screen is displayed and there is no doubt to
the user that the client is working. If the large icon is not displayed while waiting time occurs, the icon on the
application tab will be replaced by a small circle indicating that the application is working. Example:

4.8.4

Controlled shutdown of ASPECT4

If a user shuts ASPECT4 down (e.g. by clicking the cross in the top right corner) while tabs are still open, the
jobs continue on the server. To avoid this, the client will perform a controlled shutdown from now on. This
means that the client closes all open tabs by performing an action that corresponds to pressing F3.
The few applications that cannot be ended with F3 will be shown in a list so that the user can end these
applications correctly. Example:

4.9

Terminal servers/Citrix

Guide
On the deployment page of ASPECT4 (from which ASPECT4 Client may be downloaded), a tab named Citrix is
found. This tab is updated with a new guide in which EG recommends that ASPECT4 is initiated and executed
on terminal servers/Citrix.
"Light"/"heavy" users
Different types of users exist. Some users only use ASPECT4 to a small extent (light users) whereas others
are working intently in large applications and/or in many applications, possibly in multiple environments at a
time (heavy users).
On EG's website under requirements for terminal servers/Citrix, you can see that the RAM usage for light
users is typically 300 Mb. The RAM usage for heavy users is typically 512 Mb (in addition to the usage of the
client). As of release 4, you can now import one ASPECT4 Client for light users and another one for heavy
users. The only difference between the two clients is the amount of memory that they are allowed to allocate.
The limits are the 300 and the 512 Mb.
The advantage of this division of users into two groups is that the "light" users do not place unnecessary
strain on the server. If you want this division, you must execute the following two import commands from
now on:
javaws -import -system http://SERVERNAVN:1045/clientx/clientlight.jnlp
javaws -import -system http://SERVERNAVN:1045/clientx/clientheavy.jnlp
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Explanation: Instead of SERVERNAVN, you write the name of the server in question. Instead of clientx, you
write the name of the client which is loaded on the server, e.g. client4.
Thus, two icons are created on the desktop: one for "light" users and one for "heavy" users. These icons must
be distributed to each individual group of users.
If you do not want to divide the users into these groups, you simply import the client as before.
Guide for Terminal servers/Citrix servers
On the deployment page of ASPECT4 (from which the client may be downloaded) a tab named Citrix is found.
This tab is updated with a new guide describing how EG recommends ASPECT4 to be initiated and executed
on terminal servers/Citrix.
4.10

News in release 4 published in release 3 updates

Sign-in screen: Focus in company selection
An enquiry among a number of users has shown that most users almost always work in the same
environment. And the majority of customers only have one group number – with two or more companies.
To speed up the sign-in process, we have chosen to place focus in the company field so that the user simply
has to select the company number in which he/she wishes to work.
Measure response times
In ACS 3.1.06. and the associated client (build 5.8.20), the way of logging response times was improved
significantly.
EG has distributed a default query (0Q04) which is called with the application: 'ResponseUser'. This query
may be used for extracting information about response times. Example:

If you want to create a query yourself, please note that the files must be linked together by a unique ID.
Response times are automatically written to the EXPRSPT2 and EXPRSPT3 files. Data is logged per user and
per application. Here, you can see:





the
the
the
the

total duration of the individual action in milliseconds (Elapsed client MS)
amount of time spent in the client (Elapsed client Process MS)
amount of time spent on the server (Elapsed Server MS)
amount of "machine time" spent by the server on carrying out the action (Server cpu MS).

Info: each tab has its own unique job number. By sorting on this field you can see the actions (i.e. F
keys/jump to other applications etc.) carried out by the user on the tab in question as well as the time spent
on each of them.
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If the columns Elapsed Server MS (server time) and Elapsed client process MS (client time) are added up, and
the result is compared with the column 'Elapsed client MS' (total time), then the difference is due to network
time etc.
In connection with the above improvements, two old queries for analysing response times have been cut out.
The queries in question are Responsetimesappl and Responsetimesuser.
Notes
In release 3, notes were introduced. Release 4 adds a couple of new features.
Example of creation of a note containing a picture:

In this example, the note is displayed in all screens in which the item is found:

Some of the new features are that notes can be created in maintenance applications (application 1111, 2111,
3111 etc.), and that multiple notes can be added to the same field (e.g. a personal and a general note).
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Another new feature is that notes may be added to composite keys. This is for instance used if the item
number consists of several composite fields. In the above example, one might find it relevant to create a note
on selected combinations of group and item number.
Composite notes can only be added to fields prepared for this by EG.
In application 0110 on application 0X00, you manage which users are allowed to create notes. The following
permissions exist:
0
1
2
3

=
=
=
=

permission to create a personal note
permission to create a note on the role
permission to create a general note
no permission to create a note

For additional information, see the function description 'Notes' (write Notes and press F1).
The yellow light bulb
According to wishes of ASPECT4 customers, we have changed the way in which the yellow light bulb in the
bottom left corner responds in case of some sort of error.
Depending on the severity of the error, different actions will take place. The description 'Severity' explains the
different types of severity.
Regardless of the severity of the error, a descriptive text/message will always be displayed. If possible, the
text/message will be displayed next to the field containing the error. If not, the message will be displayed
next to the yellow light bulb. On the yellow light bulb, an either blue or red counter displays the number of
waiting messages. The messages are displayed when you click the light bulb. Afterwards, the counter disappears.
Under the capital A/File/Settings/Client, the user can set up whether messages should be hidden automatically, and if yes, how many seconds should pass before they are hidden.
The preconditions for the yellow light bulb to work as described are that the programs must send the severity
code to ASPECT4 Client. The severity codes must be specified in the error message in application 0105
(UFM****, SPE****, EXC**** etc.).
4.11

4.11.1

ASPECT4 Business Connector

New destination EDIFACT

By using the new EDIFACT document destination, DocManager is now used for sending and receiving
EDIFACT. This way, the sending and receiving processes become uniform, and moreover, EDIFACT may use
the same options as those found in DocManager. The setup is managed by an ABC profile to which a new
type, EDI, has been added. By means of the ABC profile, you control whether the EDI document should be
sent immediately or collected and sent later.

4.11.2

Restructuring of outbound EDI agreement

By using the new EDIFACT document destination, it is no longer necessary to create an EDI agreement. From
now on, this will be managed by the relation. The external and internal partner must be created as partner
with the type EDI. You also enter qualifications on the partner information. On the relation, you select EDI
document. Here, information about the UNB segment can be overruled.
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4.11.3

Filter on partner or ABC profile

You can filter on partner or ABC profile by right-clicking the document. Subsequently, the list only displays
ABC documents that have been created with a relation on the entered partner, or the ABC document that
points to the ABC profile.

4.11.4

0X70 ABC operation

Several improvements of the ABC operation:
 By right-clicking the ABC document, errors concerning the document are displayed. Depending on
the type of error on the ABC document, three different error lists may be displayed. Errors concerning the ABC document, import/export errors or EDI document errors may be displayed.
 In the right-click menu of the ABC document, a new entry has been added: Outbound document.
Depending on which ABC document and document destination you click, you are directed to the import/export table or to EDI documents.
 On the active jobs, you can now report jobs completed. Be careful not to report jobs completed that
are still running.
 On import/export, you can now go to the ABC document via the right-click menu. This enables you
to see where it comes from (outbound) or what it is received as (inbound).
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 On import/export, a right-click menu for error messages has been added. This menu may display
the FTP log in case of error.
 If the document destination is a DocManager destination, an extra tab displaying DocManager information is now shown on the ABC document.
 In case of EDI sending, the FTP log will display either the "iseries" FTP log or the DocManager FTP
log, depending on the type of sending/receiving.

4.11.5

Event and Exception Manager

On the ABC document and the inbound ABC profile, you are now able to control who should be notified for
the ABC system area. In the system area, documents and/or profiles may be selected – see the picture below.
If nothing is selected, EEM will act as before, i.e. send a message if anything fails in the ABC.

4.11.6

ABC apps

On your phone, you can quickly get an overview of whether any documents in the ABC have errors.
Subsequently, you can restart the document or send an e-mail to somebody else to have him/her look into
the problem.
4.12

4.12.1

DocManager

Archiving

When reports are archived from DocManager, CrossWork may now be used as document archive on the same
terms as archiving to Multi-Support Next (previously MultiArchive).
In places where an archive ident. for Multi-Support Next has been specified in the archiving configuration, you
can now simply specify *CROSSWORK if the archiving should be made to CrossWork instead. Furthermore, in
the General files section 0645, you must specify the folder monitored by the FolderWatch archiving function of
CrossWork. The remaining configuration of archiving, including archiving keys in DocDesigner, is the same
whether archiving is made to CrossWork or to Multi-Support Next.
When DocManager's reports are archived to CrossWork, DocManager places the PDF documents in the folder
monitored by FolderWatch. Along with the PDF document, DocManager also generates an XML file containing
parameters for the archiving. In relation to DocManager, FolderWatch carries out batch processing of
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documents to be archived. This is very efficient, since DocManager does not have to wait for the document to
be archived.
A corresponding method for archiving can also be used in relation to Multi-Support Next. Multi-Support has
developed a replacement for the existing Java client, which until now has been used when archiving reports
from DocManager to Multi-Support Next. The replacement is called Document Capture for DocManager.
Document Capture for DocManager is a Windows service application that – like FolderWatch – monitors a
folder in which DocManager places PDF documents and XML files.
If you are already using Multi-Support Next for archiving reports from DocManager, you are recommended to
switch to Document Capture for DocManager since the new archiving method is far more efficient in relation
to DocManager.

4.12.2

Naming of file attachments

In the General Files section 0660, you can now specify the file names to be used when DocManager sends
reports as e-mails:

The section is created for each language code, which enables you to control the language used when naming
file attachments.

4.12.3

Appendices

With appendices in DocManager, you can now add further content to a report. Appendices are additional
documents that are printed (e-mailed, faxed, archived) in connection with a report, but not included in the
total page number. The files that may be added as appendices in DocManager are image files in formats
generally supported by DocManager. Please note that especially for PDF documents, all pages of the
document are included (contrary to anywhere else in DocManager's image processing, in which only the first
page of a PDF document is processed).
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One of the options for configuring appendices is found in the report settings in DocManager:

You attach and remove the specific appendices by clicking the '+' and '–' buttons. If the appendices are going
to be printed without further additions, nothing else remains to be done. If you want to be able to add extra
fields to pages containing appendices or simply want to be able to affect how big a part of the page should be
occupied by the appendix, then the fields Specific band for printout of annexes and Specific component for
printout of annexes should be filled in. If a specific band is specified, the appendix will be printed in this band
so that the existing fields of the band are printed across the appendix. This may e.g. be used for adding a
barcode to the pages of the appendix. It is possible to manually create new detail bands in DocDesigner to be
used as a specific band for printout of appendices.
Information about appendices may also be included by the printing program, and furthermore, appendices
may be added dynamically with the function ADDANNEXFILE.

4.12.4

Improvements of calculation expressions and formulas

 ADDEMAILATTACHMENT. The function is used for attaching additional files to e-mails to be sent.
 ADDANNEXFILE. This function is used for adding additional appendices to a report.

4.12.5

Other novelties

 In the local settings of DocManager you can now specify that the individual DocManager cannot
process jobs for the system queue *SYSTEM.
 When the global settings are modified from a random DocManager server, all other DocManager
servers will automatically detect and load the modifications.
 When entering body text for e-mails, you can now specify that the text should be copied from a file.
This is done by specifying <@FILEREF="myfile"> in the message member in which the body text is
normally specified.
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4.13

ASPECT4 CrossWork

The add-on product ASPECT4 CrossWork was introduced in release 3 with the purpose of managing e-mails
and documents in a SharePoint 2010 environment and with a close and logical integration to ASPECT4.
ASPECT4 CrossWork is designed so that it is free of administration, so to speak, since the creation and
administration of sites is carried out automatically on the basis of a configuration setup in ASPECT4. Direct
links and navigation to associated SharePoint sites have been established from ASPECT4 Client, and the
document production has been simplified through a one-click access from ASPECT4 Client on the basis of
contextual templates and context-based auto-population of data in documents.
Release 4 also introduces a number of novelties aimed independently at the CrossWork application or at its
interaction with ASPECT4.
An example of the first type is the technical updating of data structures and integration services. Technically,
a number of lists have been moved from SharePoint to an SQL environment, and a number of modifications
and developments have been implemented, enabling CrossWork to handle even very large document archives
and balancings of loads through site collections.
Tagging and data merging for documents have also been updated, and it is now possible to configure
precisely if a tag that is added to a document from ASPECT4 should behave as an actual search tag or merely
as a merge tag.
In the document production, the author of the document (login user) now has the opportunity of merging
pieces of user information into the document template. The information is provided in the form of merge
fields (Text Content Controls) in Word through the company's Active Directory and it e.g. allows you to add
job title, department, address and other pieces of contact information.
Furthermore, Picture Content Controls are now also handled. By means of tags, the desired graphical
components may be selected and merged – e.g. logos, package patterns, product images and much more.
Release 4 also introduces a function for document import called FolderWatch. Documents can be imported,
archived and tagged on the basis of related XML information. The function is e.g. used for importing
(archiving) documents from ASPECT4 DocManager. Likewise, document links can be imported, which is
utilised by the third party solution Multi-Support Next. These links are archived and tagged in the same way
as if they were documents – however with the difference that the document is not archived but stays in MultiSupport Next where it can be accessed from CrossWork via direct links.
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5
5.1

ACS in general
Distribution via application 0590

Objects in use must not be replaced in connection with the installation. This particularly applies to programs
and service programs. Consequently, the installation of programs and service programs will take place
through the libraries QGPL and EGRPLOBJ.
If the object is found in the program library, the procedure is as follows:
 The current version is moved to QGPL.
 The new version is installed.
 The version from QGPL is moved to EGRPLOBJ.
If the object is found in QGPL or EGRPLOBJ, it is handled.
EGRPLOBJ should be included in the backup procedure.
The EGRPLOBJ library contains a number of objects. These objects can preferably be deleted manually. This
should only be done when no jobs are using the objects any longer, e.g. after closing down the EGSERVER
and similar subsystems. If everything is closed down in connection with a backup, you can do it at this time.
The distribution has been modified to handle VAP (see separate section).
5.2

Application 0361, Display system level information

The application has been extended with information on VAP (Virtual ASPECT4 Partition).
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Under "Environment information", the information that applies to the VAP in question is displayed:

Under "Client information", the paths that belong to this VAP are displayed:

5.3

Application 0128 setup for application 0X00, ASPECT4 Client

Several pages have been added in application 0X00, ASPECT4 Client. As a consequence, the following
application numbers cannot be used: 0X0A, 0X0B, 0X0C.
You can read more about this modification in the section about the client.
5.4

Apps for handling ASPECT4 users – activate user and change password

A couple of apps for handling users have been included in the general ACS system. The apps are:
 Activation of an inactive user
 Assignment of a new password.
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In connection with these two apps, we distinguish between two types of users:
 ASPECT4 users, which are IBM user profiles and set up as users of ASPECT4.
 Web users, which are users running ASPECT4 via the Internet. These users are associated with an
IBM user profile, but they are not set up in ASPECT4.
Users of these apps must have the following access:





Authorisation to the application.
*SECADM access to the machine.
Authorisation to the ASPECT4 user profile.
Permission to perform the action in the user setup of the application.

Further setup for apps:
 If the phone numbers of the users do not allow for switchboards, this can be solved by adding what
is necessary, e.g. +45, in the setup of the application.
5.5

Activation of an inactive user

This app displays the users to whom one or more of the following points apply:
 The web user is inactive.
 The expiration date of the web user has been exceeded.
 The IBM user profile is inactive.
It is possible to activate the user or change the expiration date, and subsequently the contact information of
the current user is displayed.
A list of inactive users is displayed. Activate the user by tapping the
associated button. The actions applicable to the user are displayed.
This is an example of an ASPECT4 user.
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And this is an example of a web user.

When no more actions remain, the contact information of the user is
displayed:
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5.6

Assignment of a new password

When a new password must be issued, a password is automatically created for the user. You cannot choose
the new password yourself.
When running the app, a list displays all users associated with the environment, provided that the sufficient
authorisation is in place.
When a user has been selected in the list, the assignment of a new
password is activated.
A new password is assigned to the user. An e-mail containing
information about the new password is sent.

Then, the contact information is displayed.
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5.7

User picture

This app is used for associating a picture with a user. The starting point is all ASPECT4 users found in the
environment.
The list is divided as follows:
 Users without pictures
 Users with pictures
 All users.
When a user has been selected, any previously associated picture is displayed. A new picture may now be
associated either by taking a new one with the camera or by selecting one from the camera roll. User photos
are stored in the ASPECT4 database (as BLOB fields – Binary Large Object) by using a new concept for
storage and use of photos and pictures. In release 4, user photos are used in connection with Activity
Streams.
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6
6.1

System Technical Information
Discontinued applications

In release 4, the old EDI applications such as 0150, 0351, 0350, 0550 and 0551 are discontinued.
6.2

New installation

Please contact your account manager at EG A/S.
If you have any questions to the above, please contact the ASPECT4 ACS hotline on +45 9928 3266, or send
an e-mail to hotoko@eg.dk.
6.3

Prerequisites

In the application 'Show System Level Information' (0361), verify that the system meets the following
requirements:
 ACS level 3.01.07
 IBM in 7R1M0 or newer
 IBM Power Systems Power6 as a minimum
When release 4 is loaded in application 0590 'Install ASPECT4 software', the system checks that the above
system requirements have been met. Furthermore, the system checks that all required IBM licence programs
are installed, that CCSID is OK and that various other system technical parameters have been met.
The PC's must fulfil the minimum system requirements for ASPECT4 Client. Find out more on
www.aspect4.dk.
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